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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At the invitation of the Northern Virginia Planning District Commission, nominees from
four jurisdiction and other concerned organizations participated in the Northern Virginia
Boundary Stone Committee which held fifteen meetings and two field surveys between
March 17, 1994, and August 28 1995. The Committee
- accepted the property-law dictum that the boundary stones belong to whoever owns the
land on which they are located;
- acquired ground-survey plats of all boundary stones (except for South Cornerstone which
is owned by the National Park Service);
- requested assistance from the District of Columbia Bicentennial Boundary Commission
and the National Geodetic Survey to complete a resurvey of all stones to learn their accurate
position in space;
- agreed that the Virginia Department of Historic Resources is the preferable grantee and
holder of easement deeds, recommends that attorneys for the local jurisdictions consult
with each other on appropriate language for public owner easements, and recommends that
the jurisdictions work with VDHR to acquire voluntary signatures from private stone
owners;
- conducted a field survey of the current status of the boundary stones, and found that
eleven are accessible, ten are original, eight have a correct position and orientation, but only
three are considered in good shape with completely readable inscriptions;
- prepared a Site Recommendation Summary (attachment 1) which it recommends be
supplemented by current-condition site repeNts with photos for all sides to be prepared by a
conservator as baseline data for the granting of easements and for future maintenance;
- prepared Site Maintenance Guidelines (attachment 2) emphasizing that only the least
intrusive preservation techniques be utilized;
- recommends that no stone be moved or reoriented except for the resetting of SW9 to
alleviate settlement, but that consideration be given to appropriate conservator repair and/or
movement of SW6;
- recommends acceptance of site stewardship and maintenance assignments by Alexandria
(for SW1, SW2, SW3, and SW5), Arlington (for SW6, SW7, and NW1), Fairfax (for
SW8, NW2, and NW3), Falls Church (for SW9 and WC), VDOT (for SW4), and NPS
(for SC); and further recommends that each jurisdiction identify a lead entity to monitor and
maintain the assigned stones;
- recommends that the local jurisdictions work with the Daughters of the American
Revolution to refurbish or replace the DAR protective fences insofar as possible (see fence
priorities in attachment 1), and suggests adding bollards to SW2, SW3, SW6 (if not
moved), and SW8;
- recommends development of greater public understanding and appreciation of all of the
boundary stones and their history through a brochure, selected signs, a highway marker at
SW3, and a traveling educational exhibit;
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- recommends that the Committee work with the NPS, DAR, District of Columbia and
Maryland officials to seek National Historic Landmark status for all existing boundary
stones; and
- recommends that the Committee continue under NVPDC auspices to meet annually and
review the implementation of their current recommendations, to make any new necessary
recommendations, and to ensure coordination of the preservation and protection for the
boundary stones and their fences.

BACKGROUND AND OPERATIONS OF THE
NORTHERN VIRGINIA BOUNDARY STONES COMMITTEE
(NOV ABOSTCO)
In 1976, the National Capital Planning Commission prepared a 46-page report on the
"Boundary Markers of the Nation's Capital", and included a status report on the stones
(attachment 3) and ten recommendations for their preservation and protection (attachment 4);
unfortunately, no progress was made on their implementation. Recently it seemed timely to
review their recommendations and to actually implement them insofar as possible for the 14
markers along the southwest (SW) and northwest (NW) lines of stones in northern Virginia
(see cover map). It should be noted that also in 1976, marker SW9 was placed on the
National Register of Historic Places; in 1980, this stone was denoted as a National Historic
Landmark to honor Benjamin Banneker, and the South Cornerstone (SC) was added to the
National Register. By 1991, Barbara Hynak and her colleagues in the Daughters of the
American Revolution (DAR) were instrumental in adding all the other 12 markers to the
Virginia Landmarks Register and subsequently to the National Register of Historic Places
(attachment 5 presents data extracted from NRHP forms and two pertinent reference lists).
The Falls Church Historical Commission (attachment 6) on September 17, 1993, outlined a
brief history of the markers and petitioned the Falls Church City Council to suggest the
creation of a NOV ABOSTCO under the auspices of the Northern Virginia Planning District
Commission (NVPDC). The City Council on November 8, 1993, requested NVPDC to
consider this proposal. The Commission on December 9, 1993 unanimously voted to do so,
and on February 8, 1994, invited the four concerned jurisdictions and other interested
organizations, such as the DAR and local historical sOGieties, to forward appropriate
participant nominations by March 11. The first meeting was held March 17, 1994. Since
then, fourteen other meetings and two field surveys have been held, and membership has
remained essentially constant (see page 10 at end of report) with staff support from NVPDC
(Doug Pickford) and the Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority (Charles Smith), and
with occasional guidance from outside consultants (see page 10). Ric Terman and Karl
VanNewkirk (since 4/95) have served as Chairman; Pickford, Terman, and Phyllis
Wolfteich (since 4/95) have acted as Secretary; Smith has been the principal key compiler of
site data and with Jean Federico has authored the site maintenance guidelines.
This report summarizes the Committee findings and recommendations. The initial objectives
were to update the 1976 NCPC recommendations by establishing three subcommittees to
deal respectively with jurisdictional, site, and promotional issues. Over time these issues
became subdivided and more detailed, and are covered here in the following ten categories:
Ownership
Survey Plats
GPS Survey
Easements
Current Status

Preservation
Restoration Options
Stewardship and Maintenance
Protection
Public Promotion
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PAST ACTIVITIES OF THE NOVABOSTCO
1. Legal Status/Ownership of the Virginia Boundary Stones
The boundary milestones were placed in northern Virginia during 1791 at the direct order of
the President to delimit a federal territory established by an Act of Congress in fulfillment of
Section 8 of Article 1 of the Constitution. They appear to be the first federal monuments
created by the United States. In 1846 the federal district west and south of the Potomac
River was retroceded to the state of Virginia. However, in spite of such an impressive
background for the markers, an informal legal opinion dated March 16, 1994, by consultant
Peter H. Maier, the Falls Church City Attorney, states that in the absence of any identifiable
statute specifying ownership, the general rule of property law would consider the stones as
fixtures on the land and thus "the stones belong to whoever owns the property on which
they are located", including both private and public owners (attachment 7).
2. Ground Survey Plats of the Virgina Boundary Stones
The Committee placed paramount importance on developing information on the land
ownership at each stone site. Committee member Burt Sours, the Fairfax County Surveyor,
after obtaining approval from appropriate county officials, undertook to perform the
requisite field work and prepare a ground survey plat for the stones on private property. In
November 1994, Mr. Sours presented to the Committee plats for the following stones:
SW3, SW7, SW8, NW2, and NW3 (attachment 8); NWI was not surveyed at that time
because an easement exists. The Committee subsequently agreed that plat maps for all
stones, except SC which belongs to the National Park Service (NPS), were needed, and
such maps for public properties (attachment 9) are now available.
3. Global Positioning System CGPS) Resurvey of All Boundary Stones
Committee member Alan Dragoo, Maryland Society of Surveyors, has been cooperating for
some time with his Virginia colleagues under the District of Columbia Bicentennial
Boundary Committee to finish the field work for a GPS resurvey of 37 of the 40 original
boundary stones; they are completing the basic "Blue Book" data on the stones. On June 2,
1994, NVPDC, acting on behalf of NOV ABOSTCO, requested technical assistance
(attachment 10) from the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) to adjust the combined classical
and GPS data and incorporate the information into its Integrated Data Base. NGS has agreed
and is expected to complete this work during the second half of 1995, and thus permit a full
understanding of the interrelationship in space of all boundary stones.
4. Historic Preservation Easements for the Virginia Boundary Stones
In May 1994, at the invitation of Barbara Hynak, easement lawyer Virginia McConnell of
the Virginia Department of Historic Resources (VDHR) attended a Committee meeting. She
stated that in 1991 the Board of Historic Resources voted unanimously to accept historic
preservation easements on the stones, and she confirmed continuing VDHR interest in
working with NOVABOSTCO. After much discussion of options, including NVRPA,
DAR, or individual jurisdictions, the Committee agreed that VDHR is the preferable grantee
and holder of easements for the stones. VDHR subsequently provided a draft of the
proposed easement deed (attachment 11). In January 1995, a VDHR letter (attachment 12)
indicated that the Sours plat surveys were entirely adequate as attachments to the deeds,
suggested that the Committee initially contact all private and public owners and work to seek
their concurrence to the deeds, possibly with some subsequent VDHR support, and in
conclusion agreed to join together with NOVABOSTCO and the easement grantors in a
public ceremony to celebrate the signing of the deeds.
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The Committee must now confirm that all jurisdictions and Virginia Department of
Transportatjon (VDOT) will participate as grantors. The Falls Church City and Arlington
County attorney have suggested changes to the wording of the easements so that they are
more appropriate for a public entity to sign. Thus, the Committee recommends that these
changes be circulated to seek concurrence from the other jurisdictions on an agreed-upon
draft of public easements to submit to VDHR for review.
The Committee also recommends that the appropriate jurisdictional personnel (see paragraph
8) should approach the individual private grantors to obtain their voluntary signatures.
5 . .current Status of the Virginia Boundary Stones
On July 20, 1994, a NOVABOSTCO field team visited 13 of the marker sites (all except
NW3) and compiled status note for each site (attachment 13). In February 1995, a tabular
status report was prepared to summarize their findings (see attachment 14). Some of the
principal conclusions are as follows:
a) Ten stones are believed to be those originally placed in 1791: SC was replaced in
1794; the stump of SW4 may be part of an original stone, but the stump of SW5 may not
be; and SW2 is not an original stone.
b) Eight stones appear to be in their original position and orientation, but the other
six (SW1, SW2, SW4, SW5, SW6, and SW8) have all been moved; in the 1890s, NW3
was discovered broken and then believed reassembled in its original position.
c) Five stones are completely on private property and one is partly on private
property, four are in jurisdictional right-of-ways (ROW), one in VDOT ROW, two in multijurisdictional public parks, and one is owned by the NPS.
d) Eleven stones are generally accessible, and two on private property have limited
access, and SC is very difficult to view.
e) Only three stones (SW1, SW9, and NW3) are rated in good shape, nine are in fair
to poor condition, and two (SW4 and SW5) are only stumps.
f) Only three stones (SWl, SW9, and NW3) have completely or nearly completely
visible inscriptions, eight stones exhibit some or few words, and three (SW2, SW4, and
SW5) show none; the final status report needs to show the original and missing inscriptions
(attachment 15).

Numerous photos of the Virginia stones have been taken, beginning with a few in the
1890s, some by Fred Woodward published in 1907 and 1908 and by NCPC in 1976
(attachment 16),43 by Barbara Hynak to accompany the DAR 1990 nominations for 12
stones to the National Register of Historic Places, and more than 200 by the field team.
However, none of the stones have been fully documented as strongly advocated by NPS
consultant Nick Veloz.
From all of the Committee deliberations, Charles Smith has prepared a Site
Recommendation Summary (attachment 1) which the Committee recommends be
supplemented by current-condition reports with complete photo documentation of all sides
of each stone to be prepared by a professional conservator as baseline data for the VDHR
easements and future jurisdiction maintenance; one estimate received by the Committee
indicated such reports would cost about $80 per stone.
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6. Preservation of the Virginia Boundary Stones
In June 1994, at the invitation of Ric Terman, geologist Elaine McGee of the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) attended a Committee meeting and discussed her experiences
with stone pre ervation and characteristic of the Aguia Creek sandstone. Thi gray to buff
rock from which the boundary tones are cut is made up of small grain of quartz, feldspar,
and clay with a silica cement (see attachment 17 USGS 1974 report) . Ms. McGee was a
member of the NOV ABOSTCO field team in July and reviewed her observations with the
Committee in September; she also summarized them in USGS Open File Report 94-592
entitled "Federal District Boundary Markers in Northern Virginia: Condition and
Preservation I sues" (attachment 18). The markers are obviously compri ed of trong, good
quality rock' weathering and human interference has created some rounded edges, missing
pieces, and pit or pock marks' cracks occur in a few stones but are not severe. Surficial
features of the stones include dark crust patche of organjc growth, orne paint drip and
occasional bird dropping. Overall they are in fajrly good condition con idering that theyhave received minimal attention for more than two centuries; the changes through time differ
from stone to tone and actually constitute parr of the hi toric significance of each stone.
Ms. McGee also provided the Committee with a copy of the DOl 1980 "Standards for
Rehabilitation" (attachment 19), and Phyllis Wolfteich collected documents from the NPS
Preservation Assistance Division (attachment 20). NPS consultant Nick Veloz attended the
March 1995 meeting and further endorsed minimal stone pre ervation techniques, such as
gentle cleaning with water only, or possibly with mild non-ionic detergent after te ting on
small areas of the stumps at SW4 or SW5. Chemical consolidation by a surface coating doe
not appear necessary, although it was reportedly carried out on orne tones by Arlington
County in the 1950s. Conditions such as dampnes or erosion that cau e deterioration
should be eliminated insofar as possible. In all cases, regular monitoring of the markers is a
key to continued preservation. The Committee has prepared guidelines for future inspection
and maintenance of the stones outlining appropriate techniques (attachment 2).
7. Restoration Options for Virginia Boundaa' Stones
The Committee meeting in April 1995 was attended by historic preservationists John
Salmon, VDHR, and Bruce Krivisky, Director of Fairfax County'Heritage Resources
Branch, to offer advice and counsel on restoration options while maintaining the historic
integrity of the markers. Both consultants stressed the need for the Committee to clearly
focus on its goals and priorities, particularly in relation to preservation, protection, access,
and repositioning; whatever the selected goals, minimal restoration was suggested. After
extensive discussion, the Committee consensus focussed on preservation and protection as
paramount, and recommends that no stone be moved or reoriented, except for the resetting
of SW9 to alleviate settlement and possible conservator repair and/or movement of SW6 to
prevent further damage.
8. Stewardship and Maintenance of the Virginia Boundaa' Stones
No systematic maintenance of the stones is known to have ever taken place. Through time,
six stones (SW1, SW2, SW4, SW5, SW6, and SW8) have been subject to some significant
prior dislocation; SW2 was never recovered and a substitute was provided. SW6 required
additional emergency care following a vehicular accident in 1989. Thus, the Committee
recommends regular monitoring of both fence and stone at marker sites, preferably in
conjunction with continued but enhanced DAR stewardship, and that any needed physical
maintenance be carried out by designated jurisdictions, with VDHR agreement if
appropriate, as follows: Alexandria City for SW1, SW2, SW3, and SW5; Arlington
County for SW6, SW7, and NW1; Fairfax County for SW8, NW2, and NW3; Falls
Church City for SW9 and WC; VDOT for SW4, and the NPS for sc. The Committee
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further recommends that each jurisdiction identify a lead entity to be responsible for the
monitoring and maintenance of their assigned boundary stones.
9. Protection of the Virgini a Boundruy Stone,
Beginning in July 1915, the DAR erected fences around all of the existing boundary stones.
These were generally about three feet square and five feet high and the comer posts were to
be set in concrete. These fences undoubtedly have assisted in the protection of the stones
and in their public recognition. During the July 1994 survey, the NOV ABOSTCO field team
found that only a few of these fences were in good condition, and the others were in fair or
poor shape; SC is in a concrete enclosure. Consultants from Hercules Iron Works and Long
Fence Co. visited some fences, offered general advice at the meeting of February 1995,
endorsed the proposed standard fence design (attachment 21), and, for a single fence, have
estimated costs for complete renovation at $2500 and for replacement at $2200 (attachment
22). In May 1995, a second survey team evaluated with an industry expert the status of each
fence and identified the individual problems. From such contractor findings, the Committee
has prepared a priority list for future actions by each jurisdiction (attachment 1). The
Committee recommends that the juri diction work with the DAR to refurbish or replace the
fence a nece ary, and also sugge t that additional protection be afforded the fences by
adding new bollards or wheel stops at SW2 SW3 SW6 (in its current location), and SW8.
10. Public Promotion of the Virginia Boundary Stones
Committee member Karl VanNewkirk has conducted annual tours in recent years of the
Virginia boundary stones for the Arlington Historial Society, and he has taken the lead in
NOVABOSTCO to examine other promotional opportunities. He reported to the Committee
in November 1994 that it is unlikely that the Jones Point Lighthouse will evolve into a
museum for the stones. Furthermore, the Committee does not endorse the 1976 NCPC
proposal to move an original marker to the Smithsonian Institution for permanent
preservation. However, as funds become available, the Committee recommends the
preparation of an information brochure on the stones (attachment 23), historical signs at
selected sites (attachment 24), an historical highway marker at SW3, and of the development
of a traveling educational exhibit. The Committee further recommends that it work with
others to seek National Historic Landmark status for all of the existing boundary markers.

RECOMMENDED FUTURE ACTIVITIES OF THE NOV ABOSTCO
Similar to the National Capital Planning Commission report of 1976, this document makes a
number of recommendations. But with hope and optimism, this Committee further
recommends that NOV ABOSTCO will continue to function under the auspices of NVPDC,
and will meet annually to review the implementation of its recommendations, to make any
new recommendations deemed essential, and to ensure the best possible coordination for the
future preservation and protection of the boundary marker sites.
The Committee obviously has made significant contributions (for a more detailed review of
deliberations, see minutes for all meetings, available at NVPDC), but the recommendations
in this report not yet implemented are as follows:
- prepare current condition reports for each stone;
- reach a consensus on wording for public-owner easements and acquire jurisdiction
approval;
- acquire private-owner easement approval;
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~ seek jurisdiction concurrence on stone ass ignments, and have each identify a lead entity to
monitor and maintain the marker sites;
~ e ncourage appropriate j urisd ictio ns to reset SW9, to repair SW6,.and to work with the
DAR on the fences as needed;
~

work on public promot ion of the Slones, particularly a traveling exhibit; and

- work with others to seek National Historic Landmark statu s fo r all existing stones.
The Committee members will maintain contact with their parent organization s to benefit
from any comments on this report or any furthet advice and counsel that mi ght be offered.
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Consultants (Chronologic)
Virginia E. McConnell VDHR
Elaine S. McGee USGS
Paul H. Rose Long Fence
John Myseros Hercules Iron
Nicholas Veloz NPS
John Salmon VDHR
x
Andrew Baxter Conservator
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Attachment I

NOVABOSTCO Site Recomendation Summan'

.-
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right of wa,·) Continental

Department of

Hill: DC·

Good: may wish
to obtain

and Arlington

easement from

Coun~

VDOT in future

Posiliun: not original
Orientalion:
incorreci
Recommendalion: 0 ..
NOI Move

("I

(Stump Onl~ ,
Height From
Ground: 5
Sides : 6 .5 and 8

-Monitor Stones for Signs of Wear, Weathering or Physical Damage, Refer to NOVABOSTCO Final
Report for Maintenance Guidelines. "Priorities established without regard to jurisdiction,

Stump only

ElWell.n!: fence new:
in concrete: some
minor rust and flaking
paint

sci

Recommendation.
prepare fence with wire
brush. prime and painl
Prioril\-: n"

.

Ro:commendalion: Lout
oft' near ground: core
existing posta OUI of
footers: sci new I"
Fair: originallen.e
(punched and nveted: posts: straighten bent
round verticals (may
Dimensions: 64 (high). 36 anQ later welded): ha.<
concrete fooler: many reptace some): replace
36 (Iides)
lavers 01 paint: rust on bonom rail on one side:
Age: 1916 (original)
welds and other areas: dip. prime and repaint:
Color: Blad
one comer broken and weld back onlO new
Plaque: 4 X 8 (inch..). no
post.<
Priority· 7"
poorlv re~.ired
DAR plaque

Excavate 10 expose an'
additiona.\ lIone: may use to
experiment with methods for
paim removal and cleaning: Dimensiol1!l: 60 (high), 36 md
PhOlt>-lJoc:umenl Stone and 36 (Iides)
Age: 1916
Dl;velup Currenl Condilion
Color: Green
Report: Obtain
Plaque: 4 X 8 (inches). 1916
Aa:essi MaU1laW1o;e
DAR plaque
Eucntenl: Monitor •

Recommendation: CUi
off near ground: rtplace
one post • weld new
eX1ension pieces on;
Fair: Original feno,:
5Iraighlen benl round
lead painl prOlec\ed
metal, bUI rusting now: \ enicals; replace
bouom rail on one aide:
one post and one rail
dip. prime and repain!.
badly corroded al
ground level: has benl sci in new footers ,
Priorit)': 3"
picket.

Consider the pl••~t
ofa Slale Highway
marker : place four
new bollards in
addilion 10 and in
between existing ones
(additional coruractor
recommendalion I

NOVABOSTCO Site Recomendation Summary

.-

Stone

Owner
(Public/Private)

Associated Recommende
DAR
d Steward/
Location Chapter
Caretaker

Access

Stone
Position,
Orientation.
& Recommen
dation

St :me
Dimensions
(in illches)

Stone
Condition &
Inscriptions

Fence Dimensions
Stone
Maintenance
(in inches). Age,
Recommedations Color & Plaque

Fence
Condition

.,

Good: may wish
to obtain
South Walter

easement from

Reed Drh'c

City of

Southwest

Public:

(public road

Anna Maria

115 (SW5)

Citv of Alexandria

right of way) F itzhug h

Ci~' of

Alc)(andria in

Alcxandria

future

Height From
Poonion: nlll ongmal
Onenlalion: mcaffeel

Reconvnendauon : 0.,
Nol Mov.

Ground : IJ
Sides : 13 and
Stump onl ~

18 :'

Fair to Poor: stone
has been
S . Jefferson

Good : ma ~' wish

Sueet

to obtain

Southwest

Public :

(public road

116 (SW6)

Arlington Coun~

rieht of way) Coun~

Public and Private :
Arlington Count~
(School Board. 3586015) and
Woodlake Tower
Condominium
Southwest

Association (931-

#7 (SW7)

29(0)

Fairfax

"erunore Middl.
Schuol.20U
Carl\" Springs
Road. ArlingtOlL
\ ' . \ 22204 and
3JDOS.
Manches\tt SI.
Falls Church.
VA 22044 (half
In privale
parcelibalf on
Fairfax
public school
parcel l
Coun~'

easement from
Arlington County Coun~' in future

Uood: ro:..'Ommend
obtain acx:cs.s
mamlenancc casemenl
from privale pared
owner. ma:-, wish 10
obLlin easemenl !fom
Arlington County .<\rlin~oll Co in fulure

consolidated with

Posilion: muved during
Bparun~nl buildong
COI'lS\J'Uctlon

Unenlallon: m.vrrocl
R.:cummendallun 0.,
NOl Move

cement
HeJght From

Inscnption : some

words and letters
25
I! and 12 legible

GrOlond:
Sides:

Posillon: original
Gmund:
Unenlalion: correcl
Recummend.llun 1),., Sides : I
NOI Mu\'o
II.~

2:1
and

R~colTUn~ndalion

relllo" loose pailll wilh
wore brush. prime and
painL wire brush
pla4ue alld pailll wilh
acr:-'!ie lacquer: plae.
grBv~1 around bas.: or
renee 10 keep
vegetal ion do"11,
Prioril": 12··

!:.xcBval. 10 expose an'
addilional slone: Pholl>l)ucumenl Slone and !)c"clop
Currenl Condilion Repon:
Obtain Aec.:s51 M.inletW1ce
Easemenl·. !\Iooilor •

Dimensions: 58 (high). 36 and
37 (sides)
Ag.: probabl\" 1950's
Color: While
Excellen\: fenco
Plaque: 4 x 8 (inches).
probabl' frOIl1 I95()"0.
reproduclion DAR plaquo
has Ihird rail
(1952 1

Explore moving Slone wilhin
counly righl or wa~ :
Conservalor recommend.,
neconsulidalion: Pholl>\)ocumenl Slone and De, elop
Currenl Condilion Repon:
Oblain Ace"",,, Mainieruu,<o
Easemenl: Monilor •

Recommendalion
rel\lu\,e: cui off old
poslS near bonom .
Dimensions: 63 (high). 37 and
weld ne" extension
Fair: has Ihlrd rail·
J7 (sides)
pieces un: dip. prime
Age: probably 1950's or 60's urne Sl\"le and age as
rence on S\\'S: has been and repainl: sel in new
(maybe 1965)
repaired (decenl wdd): footen; .
Color: Blue
Prioril\ :
10"''' • no roole",
Plaque: odd .ized

Poor: large chunk
Height F ,:om

Contractor's
Fence
Maintenance
Recommendat Special Site
ions and
Conditions &
Committee's Recommenda
Priorities
tions

miSSing from south Pholo-lJocumenl Slone and
Devefop Currenl l 'ondllion
corner of stone
Report: ObIain
Inscription: a few Acces&'Mam\erWlce
!:.asemen1s: Monilor •
words legible

4··

BId: original. Iw,,1
forged fence: extensin
dunlge probabl\" Irom
raUing 11.. limb: on.
Dimensions: 65 (high). 46 and poamisal1l!
48 (Iides)
''OI1Iplclely: poor"
anchored and being
Age: 1916
held logelhtt wilh hose
Color: Green
clamp alone coma
Plaque: none

McKinley
Road Falls

Good:

221144
(next to

recommend

Private:

parking lot

obtain access/

Southwest

Patrick Henry

in apartment Dr , Elisha

maintenance

#8 (SW8)

Apartments. Ltd

complex)

Dick

Fairfax Coun~'

easement

Posllion: moved
Orientalion: meorr.el Height From
(rolaled approxunalel~
Ground: 24 .5
90 degrees)
Recummendation. Dn Sides: I :;, and
Nul Move
13.5

·Monitor Stones for Signs of Wear. Weathering or Physical Damage. Refer to NOV ABOSTCO Final
Report for Maintenance Guidelines. "Priorities established without regard to jurisdiction.

Place wheell\op and bollard
Poor: stone poorly 81 edge or pariting 10\ 10
prolec.1 Slone and limee: PhoIoset and base
\)ocumenl Slone and Oevelop
partially exposed
lurrenl Condilion Repon:
Inscription: a fc\\ Obtain Access. Mainlen&nL'C
words legible
EL'IeIT1enl: Monilor •

~.

Dimensions: 48 (high). 36 and

36 (Iides)
Age: 1950's
Color: Green
Plaque: 6 x 5 (in...hesl

BId; 1\l5U'S1ene<.
benl lrum
aU10m0hlle Imp.d ~
badl~

recommends
pla ce m ent of
boll ards if stone
remai n s in
c urrcnt location.

Rec:onunend replace
Icm'C 1I&per
l'IO\ 'ABOSTC()
specifiCilion
Prioril": , ..

2921

Church. VA

Committee

Re,;ommend replace
limee 11& per
NOVABOSTCO
spo:cificaliull
Prioril\': 2'·

May wish 10 insLali
wheeillop 10 prevenl
fulure aUlomobii.
impacIs: lIone i.
improflCTly orienled •
niay wish 10 mo\,.
sevttallect away from
paOOng 10\ and orienl
correc.1ly 10 prevenl
fulure aUlomobile
impa.u sinee lene.
needs 10 be replaced
Inywa ~

NOV ABOSTCO Site Recomendation Summary
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Owner
(Public/Private)

Stone

Location

Associated Recommende
DAR
d Steward/
Chapter
Caretaker

Access

Stone
Position,
Orientation,
& Recommen
dation

Stone
Dimensions
(in inche~)

Stone
Condition &
Inscriptions

Fence Dimensions
Stone
(in inches), Age,
Maintenance
Recommedations Color & Plaque

Fence
Condition

Contractor's
Fence
Maintenance
Recommenda1 Special Site
ions and
Conditions &
Committee's Recommenda
Priorities
tions

_.

Public :
Falls Church Cit)
Southwest
#IJ (SWIJ)

and Arlington
Count)·

.

Four Mile
Run Park
(Van Buren
Street)

Falls Church

Good: ma ~' wish
to obtain
easement from

jurisdictions in
Falls Church Cit... future

Recommendalion: If
nO! original then
repla~e: "would be a
challenge 10 repair" .
about $3 .000: remo,.e.
Poor: May be origlllal dip. pnme. paillL pUI 01
l'05uiulI: oflgmal (bUl
Good : stone intact
sinking in pla~e,
Dllocruions: 62 (high). 36 and or laler reproducllon: a c,Klen.sions.
101 of bad pickel bends: (repair'replace pickel<
Urientallon: correcl
,sides)
with all inscription Raise slolle and place
A!e: original ( 1916, or early one misslOg pic"e" one and rails, sel in ne"
graYel'COnLTele
fooler
R""ummcndalion
Height From
legible: stone
boilom rail 5o:\·..ell
foolers (24" 10 36"·
RaISe and rescllO piaL'.
underneath: I'hoh.. lJocuOlenl reproductIon
sinking and
damaged and poo,II
indcpo:ndenl of stone
wilh lI8IJIe posilion IUld Ground : 12
Slone and [)e"elop Currenl
Color: Brown
fooler! Priori,," 6"
welded: ,,'elds "tll'r
(Iri cnlll10n
Sides II and II partiall .... buried
Condilion Report: Monilo, • I'la\l"e. 12 x 8 (inches I

.'6

Existing
R""onunend: replace
knee as pe~
NO\'ABOSTCO
specificalion: if retain
Dimensions. 61 ,high). 88 and
lenL" then pla"e
addilional posts. pour
102 ,aides)
Good: new fence: ,,"
rooters· nol \'e~' stable: roolers. brush. prime
Age: 1951 ('I)
Ycry unusual size and and painl.
Color: Hrown
Priorit~ : II··
desi,"
Plaque' ?

Maintenance
Agreement
Public:
Arlington and

West

Cornerstone
West
Cornerston Fairfax Counties and Park (N.
Arizona St.) Falls Church
Falls Church Cil\
e(WCl

identifies

Good: may wish

Arlington -

to obtain

Poor. large chunk
Height From

Recommend

easement from

change to Falls

~urisdictions in

Church Cit~

future

Position: original
Ground : 2~
Orientalion: correcl
Recommcndauon: 00 Sides: 12.5 aJ:d
Nol Move
D

nllsslIlg
Inscnpuon . a fe"
words and some
letters legible

I'holo-lJocumenl Slone and
[)eyelop Lurrenl <':ondilion
Report: Obtain
Ac"e5S- Malnlenance
lasemcnl: Monitor •

3607
Powhatan
Streel
Arlington.

Nonhwest
#1 (NWII

Private:

VA 22213

Doroth.... R Hall
(Fairfax Owner Not

(single
famil~

Known I

residence)

Fair: Uriginallence: in
foolers bUI loose: o"e
Fair: site subject to Shore up and re-inter base on Dimenoions: 69 (high). 37 and post rusted aWl\' 81 base
repla"e exisling
(repaired with angle
easemenl lu ensure thaI
37 (aides)
VA - Freedom
erosion and part of sw side: Phol<>-lJocurnenl
iron). another post
il allows lor proper
Posilion:
original
Slone
and
/)evelop
<':urrenl
Age:
1916
Hill: DCHeight From
base exposed
rusted through. ttoud
acce5$I mamlenalll':~
<':ondilion Report: Replace
Color: Orecn
Urienlallon: correcl I'
Richard
riglll< 11\ holder and
Plaque: 4 x 8 Iinches). origina shape otherwise wilh
Reconuncndauon: 00 ,Ground : 24 .6 :.5 Inscription : some A£cesstMaintClWlcc
ruSl
Arnold
ArhnJ!l,on Count) d""i ~ne e
NIII Mm .
I:.asemenl: Monilor •
Sides : II and II words legibl e
DAR
Fllr: R18\1

wish

10

Re..-ommcndalion:
remove: cuI off old
posl4 near bottom·
weld new extension
picas un: dip. prime
and repainl: sel in new
looters
Prioril\': ~

..

5145 N . 3&th
Private:

Nonhwest
#2 (NW2)

St.
Arlington.

Charles B. Warden
(Trusl)(538-7161J):

(single

(Fairfax Owner Not

famil~

Thomas

Known)

residence)

Nelson

VA 22207

Fairfax Counl\

Poor: park 10 prjYale
driyC and cross side and
Height From
fronl yards of privale Posniun: original
tiround : 23 . 2~
residen"e: reconuncnd Urienwion: correc1
Re..-ommcnda1ion: J)o Sides : II and
oblaUt acces.<
Not Moye
mamlenan&:~ easement
IU

words legible

Phot<>-1>ocument Slone and
Deyelop Currenl <':ondilion
Report: Obtain
AccessIMaintcnance
Easement Monilor •

Good

Phol<>-Document Slone and
Develop Current Condilion
Report: Obtain

Fair: stone intact
but site moist
Inscription: some

Dimenlions: '8 (high). 36 and
36 (Iides)
Age: 1969

Color: Blue
Plaque: 6 x 9 (irdtes)

Fair:

PriorilY: 9··

4013 N
Tazewell St.
Fairfax. VA
Private :

22101
(single

Nonhwest

Carrol E . and Susan
B. Burtner (516-

family

Arlington

In (NW3)

4460)

residence)

House

Posilion: original
,discuvered broken and
«assembled in original
posilion in 1890',)
Height From
Urienlalion: .:orrecl
Rcclllllmcndalilln: Do Ground : "
In8mlcnanl.:~ easement
Nol Mow
Sides: ')

Poor: musl LTOSS fronl
side and back vard
,lhru gale, or privalt
residenct: recommend
obtai" aL'CesS
Fairfax Count\

l-Monitor Stones for Signs of Wear. Weathering or Physical Damage. Refer to NOVABOSTCO Final
,
Report for Maintenance Guidelines ··Priorities established without regard to jurisdiction.
1

Inscription. most
words legible

.~Main\cnance

Easement: Monitor •

-

Dimenlions: ? (high). 1 and ?
(Iides)
Age: ?
Color: Black
Fair 10 Good"
Plaque: ?

I'ri oril~~

10"

Site Maintenance and Presenration Guidelines
for the
Northern Virginia Boundary Stones

The Northern Virginia Planning District Comnussion (NVPDC or the Commission) established
the Northern Virginia Boundary Stones Comrruttee (NOV ABOSTCO or the Committee) in early
1994 to review the condition of the Northern Virginia Boundary Stones (boundary stones or
stones), originally erected in 1791, designating the boundaries of the new District ofColu!llbia.
This Committee reviewed these conditions and made a number of recommendations which are
included in the report to the Commission. Local jurisdictions have also received that report .

The most significant recommendations of the Committee deal with the maintenance and long-term
preservation of these boundary stones. Listed below are the Guidelines recommended by the
Committee. These have been prepared to assist local junsdictlons and those tasked with the care
and maintenance of the individual stones. These are (as designated in the NOV ABOSTCO final
report): Alexandria (for SWI, SW2, SW3 and SW5), Arlington (for SW6, SW7 and NWI),
Fairfax (for SW8, NW2 and NW3), Falls Church (for SW9 and WC), the Virginia Department of
Transportation (for SW4) and the National Park Service (for SC). Each jurisdiction is expected
to have a lead department or agency with oversight for their boundary stones. Questions should
be directed to the NVPDC .
These guidelines consist of definitions of commonly used terms. as well as specific sections
dealing with short-term and long-term mamtenance concerns. Before attempting any mamtenance
or preservation, each responsible jurisdiction must insure that the following actions occur:
Preparation of a regular cyclical maintenance schedule for routine care.
2.

Preparation of a long term preservation plan to include photo documentation;

3

Consideration of effects of any actions on the long-term preservation of the stones:

4

Removal of the cause of a problem. not Just the symptom.

5

Use of only the gentlest. least Invasive. methods of care in order to avoid negatIve impacts
to the stones:

6

Consultation with well informed professionals on a regular basis in order to employ onlv
the must current acceptable preservation techmques.

7

AdoptIon of methods to share miormatlon WIth other JUrISdictions .

Maintenance
The term maintenance here is intended to encompass both preservation and maintenance.
since maintenance actions are intended to preserve the condition of the boundary stones and their
fences and plaques (associated structures). Maintenance must be considered in terms oflongterm measures and short-term measures. Short-term measures are those to be done on an annual
basis and are generally inexpensive. Long-term measures are those required to preserve the
boundary stones and associated structures in perpetuity and can be very expensive.
Short-Term Maintenance Measures
These activities need to take place on at least an annual basis and they need to be
incorporated within other, regularly scheduled, maintenance activities.
a)
Annual Site Inspection! Assessment: Conduct an annual inspection of each Stone
site to assess conditions and conduct basic maintenance. Inspections must be consistent in
the manner in which each site is assessed and the information that is recorded.
Attachment 3 is a copy of the form used by the Committee in its June 1994 inspection and
is recommended for use by the jurisdictions. Inspection information must be retained
permanently. This will assist in monitoring the stones and developing short-term and
long-term maintenance plans.
b)
Clean Out Enclosures: Remove trash and vegetation by hand or with simple tools
(like rakes or trowels).
c)
Clean Stones: Cleaning of stones should be done only with the gentlest means
possible (see Specific Maintenance Techniques below) and only as necessary to prevent
deterioration of the Stones. Use water and a non-ionic detergent (Orvus) . This product is
available from archival supply catalogues. Call Office of Historic Alexandria (703) 8384554
d)
Brush. Prime and Paint Fences: The iron fences can be preserved by keeping the
paint in good repair to prevent oxidation. Fences must be periodically brushed. primed
and painted (see Specific Maintenance Techniques below),
Clean and Lacquer Plaques . Plaques may need to be penodicaliv cleaned and
e)
coated to preserve them (see Specltic Mamtenance Techmques below)
f)
Add or Replace Gravel Around Stones: The gravel is attractive. keeping
vegetative growth to a minimum. reducing the amount of moisture directly around the.
Stones (helping to prevent growth of organic material and possibly slow the effects of
spalling [see Attachment 19 to NOV ABOSTCO final report, page 3. "Weathering"] (see
Specific Maintenance Techniques below)

g)
Shore Up Stones and Fences AgaInst ErosIon: Some stone sites are subject to soil
erosion. Soil erosion may contribute to the deterioration of stones or tences by exposing
below-ground portIons to the above-ground effects of wind and water. Shoring up the
site to prevent erosIon may prevent additional detenoration of the stones and fences .
h)
Respond to Inguiries. Reguests and Emergency Calls: Publicize the telephone
number for the depanment or agency having responsibility for the boundary stones.

Long-term Maintenance Measures
Long-term measures are intended to be carried out over the life of the boundary stones.
Any measures not included in these guidelines should be addressed to the Committee before.
action is taken. Long-term measures could be expensIve and may include:
a)
Photodocumentation: This process must be done according to an established
standard which is well documented and reproducible. A professional photographer should
be commissioned. preierably a photographer with expenence in producmg archival quality
records of historic structures. This person's servIces may be expensive. This
documentation of all sides of all stones is critical for establishing baseline data and a longterm maintenance plan. This documentation is an important first step . After the initial set
of photographs is commissioned and completed, photodocumentation should be repeated
at a regular interval to document change in the stones and their associated structures over
time. This interval should be set forth in the long-term maintenance plan and may be every
five to ten years. A record copy and the negatives should be retained by each jurisdiction
in archivaVpermanent storage.
b)
Conservator Consultant: JurisdictIons may wish to engage a professional
conservator with experience in stone and iron preservatIon to assess the stones. The
conservator would assess each stone. document eXlstmg conditions, provide treatment
options and make recommendations as to possible courses of action. The conservator's
recommendations may assist in formulating short-term and long-term maintenance plans.
The conservator may also conduct photodocumentation.
c)
Fence Renovation: Iron fences surrounding the stones vary in age from as much as
eighty years to as little as five years Many of these fences are in need of renovation.
Long Fence company proVIded an estImate for a basic renovatIon (see NOV ABOSTCO
final report. Attachment 23) which begInS at approximately $2,500.00 and involves
temporary removal of the tence It should be noted that the cost for thIS renovation
method is more than the estimated replacement cost for a fence. A fence should always be
renovated rather than replaced whenever possible SInce the fences themselves are histone.
Fence Kepla~emcnt Some of the fences surroundmg the stone:. are In very poor
~onditlOn Two In partIcular (Southwest 7 and Suuthwest 8) are potentIally dangerous.
These fences should be replaced . Replacement fences should closely resemble the original

dI

3

1916 fences and may be built to the specification provided with these guidelines (see
NOV ABOSTCO final repon. Attachment 22) . Long Fence company estlmated that it
would cost approximately $2.200.00 (see NOV ABOSTCO final repon. Attachment 23) to
replace a fence with this specification.
The following measures should be done in consultation with all other jurisdictions and the
Committee:
e)
Stone Reconsolidation: Reconsolidatlon is the process of putting the broken or
separated pieces of stones back together. Reconsolidation involves using a monar or
some adhesive compound to "cement" the pieces of the stone back together. If done
incorrectly, reconsolidation may cause extensive damage to the pieces of the stone.
Reconsolidation should be done only by a professional with experience in stone
preservation.
Stone Reorientation or Relocation: Some of the stones have been moved over
time. SW9 is the only stone that the Committee has recommended for movement of any
kind (see NOV ABOSTCO Site Recommendation Summary). However. jurisdictions may
need to move or reorient a stone to put It back in alignment with the other stones. The
moving of a stone should be conducted with the utmost care. The process should include
as a minimum: proper measures to safeguard the stone. supervision by a surveyor to
properly place and orient the stone. and preparation of the new site to receive the stone
and its enclosure. When a relocated or reoriented stone is finally set in place. it must b~
set at the proper height (approximately 36" below ground and 24" above ground) as well
as the proper alignment and orientation.
f)

Specific Maintenance Techniques
It is critical that jurisdictions update their information on stone maintenance techniques on
a regular basis. Maintenance may be broken down into five areas : I) stone protection during
maintenance. 2) stone maintenance. 3) fence mamtenance. 4) plaque maintenance. and 5) site
maintenance.
I)
~tone Protection During Maintenance When conducting any mamtenance on site. it is
critlcal to protect the stones. The protection method used should enclose the stone to prevent
damage tram impact of tools and/Or debris and the deposit of pamt and other substances on the
stone surface The simplest way to protect a stone from damage during restoration or
mamtenance work is probably to place a large. plastic trash can upside down over the stone.

2)
Stone Maintenance: Stone maintenance should be done with the utmost care and
consideration Maintenance should be done m accordance With an established maintenance plan.
Short-term stone mamtenance milY Involve cleanmg or stabilizing a stone. However. if a stone
should be damaged or experience rapid. unexpected deterioration. it rna ... be necessary to take
more extreme and expensive measures to protect It All stone preservation measures should be

conducted with the most recent infonnation available and under the guidance of a professional
conservator and/or person with expertise in sandstone preservation. Stone maintenance may
include:
a)
Cleaning: "Clean" is a relative tenn. The stones are not new and will never be so
again. Cleaning should be done only as necessary wIth the goal of removing organic
matter. crusts, paint drops or other materials which may cause damage to a stone or
threaten its integrity. Cleaning should be done with a non-Ionic liquid to dissolve
compounds. This liquid should be applied with a soft toothbrush or sponge and rubbed
gently to remove the offending substance. The surface should then be rinsed with the nonionic liquid.
Filling-in DepressIOns: Several stones have depressions on their tlat, top surface
bI
which collect water and contribute to detenoratIon. These depressions should be tilled In
so that water will run off and not collect. This work must be conducted by qualified stone
workers. The Conmuttee recommends the use of a material such as "Jahn" under the
supervision of a professIonal conservator.
c)
Reconsolidation: Ifa stone is broken or separates into pieces. it may become
necessary to reconsolidate the stone. Use extreme caution when considering
reconsolidation. The only Virginia stone which has been reconsolidated to date is
Southwest 6. It was cemented together with hard mortar (possibly Portland cement)
which is not adhering to the stone and is a cause for concern. The composition of the
material used to cement stone pieces back together must be as close as possible to that of
the parent material. A cement which is too hard or too soft or of the wrong texture may
cause extensive damage to the remaining pieces of a stone. Do not attempt any
reconsolidation without a professional stone conservator. Call NVPDC for infonnation.
Contact other jurisdictions.
3)
Fence Maintenance: The fences surrounding the boundary stones have helped protect the
stones over time and are themselves (in the majority) histone in nature. These fences are in need
of regular maintenance. Maintenance will generally involve painting, but may involve extensive
repair or replacement.
a)
Painting . Before pamtIng a fence, cover the stone WIth a plastic trash can. Use a
wire brush to remove all loose paint from the metal. Prime the fence WIth a rust inhibitor
(this will bond with the corroded metal and prevent further deterioration). Then paint the
fence with a high quality, outdoor. black enamel paint designed for painting over metals
(iron)
b)
Restoration. Fences With heavily corroded corner posts, bent upnghts. broken
welds or other structural problems need to be restored by a contractor experienced in
working with iron. Generally. fences in need of restoration will have to be temporarily
removed and taken to a shop facility . Removal involves cutting a fence off near the

5

ground: transporting it; dipping it in a tank with solvents to remove old paint and
corrosion; repairing welds, bent upnghts and other structural problems: welding on new.
\ " square extensions on the bottom end of the corner posts: priming and painting the
fence: drilling the old, corroded corner posts out of the ground; setting new footers for the
fence (24" to 36" deep); and replacing the fence (see NOV ABOSTCO tinal report.
Attachment 23). Fence restoration can be expected to begin at $2.500.00 (estimates
prepared April \995) .
Temporary protection measures must be provided for stones during the fence restoration
process. This will involve protection during work on site (an upside-down plastic trash
can) and a temporary barricade while the fence is absent .
c)
Replacement : Some fences may be damaged/detenorated beyond repair. In .
addition. it may be less expensive to replace a fence than repair it. With few exceptions.
the fences are historic in nature and should be restored rather than replaced. Attachment 2
is a replacement specification for boundary stone fences which conforms to the dimensions
and materials of the 19 t 6 fences . Removing an old fence and manufactunng and installing
a new fence to this specification would cost about $2.200. 00 (see NOV ABOSTCO final
report, Attachment 23). It is also recommended that a third horizontal rail be added to the
fence design (midway between the existing two rails) to add strength and rigidity and
prevent bending of the half inch, round verticals.
4)
Plague Maintenance: Before doing any plaque maintenance. it is important to first
determine the material out of which the plaque is made. Many plaques, including the 1916
plaques, are bronze and generally in good condition. However. they may need to be cleaned in
the future . Jurisdictions should consult with a conservator (with experience in their plaques'
specific materials) on how to best preserve a plaque. Special caution should be used when
considering preservation and maintenance options for the 1916 plaques.
Some of the plaques are not constructed out of bronze. A good example is the
reproduction plaque at Southwest 5 This plaque may be cleaned with a wire brush to remove any
deposits and then painted with a clear. acrylic lacquer.
Site Maintenance: There are many site conditions which may promote the decay of Stones
5)
and their enclosures Jurisdictions and caretaking agencies should closely monitor sites for
negative signs and trends. Site maintenance measures may include:
a)
Removing Vegetation Plant roots or clingIng parts may damage stone or iron .In
addition. vegetation keeps the soil more moist by accumulating organic material. Remove
vegetation by hand (since chemical treatments may have negative effects) . The Stone
should first be covered with a plastic trash can to avoid damage from tools. Vegetation
should be removed by cuttIng and pulling above ground growth. Roots should then be
removed using a hand trowel Do not disturb the stone.

b)
Drainage and Site Clearung. All impediments to drainage from a site should be
removed. Impediments may include vegetauon. large stones or sticks. or accumulated
debris such as trash or organic matter which prevent water flow Regardless of drainage
issues. trash and debris should be removed from the sites on a regular basis.
c)
Erosion Control: Several SItes demonstrate the negauve effects of erosion.
Erosion can undennine and expose the foundations of stones and fences and promote
weathering. Erosion can be prevented with the use of timbers, stones and/or vegetation.
When installing erosion control measures, it is important not to prevent drainage, but
rather to lessen the steepness of slopes and slow surface water flow In order to prevent
soil from being moved off site. All erosion control measures should be attractive in nature
and designed in consultation with the property owner.
On sites with existing erosion there will generally not be a problem with excess moisture,
so vegetation can be effectively employed to stabilize soils outside of the enclosure. When
using vegetation. be careful not to plant too close to the enclosure. Do not plant
vegetation which will obscure the view of a stone and its enclosure.
Timbers or stones are another method of erosion control. Stone or timber structures may
be placed perpendicular or diagonal to the direction of water flow down a slope. The
stones or timbers should be entrenched at their base and secured with wooden or metal
stakes as necessary. It is often most effective to place retaining or water diverSion
structures almost flush with the ground. It is important to address the erosion problem·
down an entire slope, as erosion control structures can individually increase slope
steepness and themselves be undermmed by future erosion.
Erosion control and water diversion structures must also be considered for the area upslope of the stone site. Water diversion may be the most important measure taken when
there is an up-slope erosion problem.
d)
Gravel: Gravel can be placed within the fences and around the bases of the stones.
Gravel can discourage vegetative growth and improve the overall site drainage. A plastic
trash can should be placed over the stone before introducing any gravel Vegetation
should be removed and any necessarv measures taken to prevent erosion. Gravel should
then be added to the entire area wlthm the enclosure to a depth of two to four inches and
compacted with a tamping bar Use Virginia Department ofTransportauon grade 21-A
gravel .
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ATTACHMENT

Nothern Virginia Boundarv Marker Field Observation Form
Marker #lName:_ _ __ _ __
Marker Location:_ _ _ _ __ _ _
Observer Name/Agency: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
Date:_ _ _ _ _ __
Weather:_ __ __ __
Recorder NameiAgency:_ __ _ __ ___
Photographs Taken: YesINo If Yes. Photographer NameiAgency:_ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
General Site Conditions
What is the closest public thoroughfare to the marker?
Is the marker visible from this thoroughfare?
Is the marker legally accessible from this thoroughfare? (ifknown)
ls the marker located on public or private property?
What is the property currently used for?
Is the marker present?
Is the marker original? (ifknown)
Ifnot original, of what material is the marker constructed? (ifknown)
Is the marker coated?
If yes, with what is it coated? (the texture at least ifmateriallbrand name not known)

Specific Site Conditions
1.

Marker Condition: (see sketch)
a. Top:

b. Four Vertical Faces:

c. Inscriptions (show on sketch) :

d. Base:

Mmer Condition Sketch

ATTACHHENT

Marker Field Fonn
page 2

2.

Condition ofFence:

3.

Condition of Plaque:

4.

Site Conditions:
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Boundary Markers of the Nation's Capital. A
Proposal for their Preservation and Protection, 46 p.

QECO~[ND.\fION6

1 boundu~

b~ t.h~

Al l
stonel should
in
o,"'nerlh ip
o f the t:.S . Governmen t. Tr l cr~ a.ppear! to b e somt
co nf uSIo n al to tnc o"'nersrllp o ! me boundil'1'
mar Ker!. Some arc now on private'" ownec land.
In VII .~lOla tile problem is runner compounded b y
thc RetroceSSIon Act o( 1646. Therefore . Con~eH
shoul d .&ciopt le!;ulation that pro,iou for acqulS i.
lion o f t hc land and eascmenu req Uired 10 provide
for the protCclIo n an d m"lntef.ancr of .Ihese
h,stoTic marken . Tnt 2mounl of IMld reqUired
'" ould have to be delermlned on an Ind"'idual basis
for each of the Slane5 . Also the Sl!Jn~ and location
of tach Slone req""cs an l"oi"ldual "ssessment iU
10 Ihe lands needed 10 propc:rl~ protect them and
casements reqUired 10 assure acceu (or malnle ·
nUlce and public '·lewlO~ . The amount 01 land
acquired at each of the Co' ~ner Slones should be
such as to create "Cornerstone Parks ."

2The boundary SlC\nes should be placed on the
National RegiSler of ruSlorir Placcs . Cur.·ently thc
boundar"\' markers are desi\matec as Cale~or\" II
LUldm~ks by Ihe Joint Co~mitte~ on Landm~ks
01 the !\ational Capital. Because Ihe miHkers are
looled ir. three different jurisoictions. a nomina·
tion iorm should be prepared jomtly by the Stale
:-llstOriC Presen'ation Offices in Md., Va., and D.C
and forwarded 10 the Department of lnterior.

3An

~anaitinl!

appropr:.ate land
agent')' O;agencies
should be ~ver. specific responsibility lor the· preservation and mainl.enance of the boundary stones
and fences. An "Office of the Keeper of the Bound·
a....y Stones" should be creal.ed . lr.::ially this office
woule: De resoonsibk ror cielermi~In:; the amount
of ianci needed 3S suggested in thc first r~com·
m~nca:ion ::nd would prepare lhe .lanoscape
plJ.ns for these lands.
The i~portance or
CT':Il:nc this office is to prO\'loe a conlrol
ooinl ;el:aroinc the boundar"\' Slones.
~b.in ·
lCni!.1lce no"" occurs on 2 "~tch 2.S catch can"
basis. and specific responsibilit\· for the c~ndl:Jon
of these historic markers is difficult to Identify.

4

Po "Co.ncrstone Park" should be crcalcd at each
of the four cornentone markers. The comer Siones
should b~ on larrer land plots thar. the mile slones.
Land set aside in Ihese localions shoule: be suffi·
cient to create il "Cornerstone Park" similar:o the
\1 eSI Stone Park. It may bc desirable 10 place ilt
the sile of the Soulh Cornerstone. as Maj. L'E.nrant
suggestcd to President Washington. "a majestic
column or a grand pyramid, .. (to) proouce the
happiest errect and comr1etc1y finish the i:mci:
scape ...

5

Create a "Doundary Slone Must'um." Thl' liJ.:ht·
h .. llse ~t Junes' !'oint clllllel he co",'crled into sII,'h
a ",IISCllm, bcc:lmc this is thc ~ilc of thc South

C .. rnt'r"nnp ..-h.ch \\ ~s the for" ~I .. nr 1,,,1 on "I.ll
«lUring Ihl' SlIr\' C'\ 4 Sc.'c..ondh. 111IS lu.!htIH'II\C 1\ Illlt·
fcw

Ilf

n'nl.allllll:':' 1111 Ih(' l'''lIHlh.lt, ,II II! tl~ 1l1l.! •• r,'

mllSl'llIn p"rl1f1l1ics \"IIl1lel i'rc:~cF"\ (' ,III
implJrtant IHllltllI1\.! I ~ pr Ih.u JlIt~h l nol III hl'rYo '''['

linn

rur

'"1 \ 1\ l'.

hOIlI1C1~r\ m;v~.rs

6

For historicOII inlfJ1l"il' 0111
Ihat ha\'f heen m",,·,l shuulcl Itt' "lan:cI in Iheir
C1risi,,~1 lucalion. I r Ihl< " nol ,,"nih1<-. :I "I:I'IlIl'
sh,,"loi he place'! al thl' stune ,ill' SI.I"I1~ ii' ""1:111,

aJ

IIJC~ltIfJll

\ ard.

i.e., "This

'''"lh~a5l

Slone

has

of iu IIT1J.:lllal

ht'l'U

rl·jlll·~IlC'd

I rJo

~11l·."

7

o 'nr of fhe milr marl-en should be acqUired b,
tnr Smlth~onlan In'ltlUtlon for permanent p.~ser ·
\"ation . Because of o~tenoral.on of the mile stones
due 10 weatherln£ (Ine sandstone used doc! nOI
weather well In the \I'asfllnglon cllmatr I. il II
sus~eSled that the best CI~ the remaining mile
marl-en. prob~bly SoutheJ.st No. £. should be
given to the Smithsonian Institution fo: permanent
prese:"'alion anr! display. This is a relucant recom·
mena.llion. However, unless at least.one Slone is
permanenl'" preserved future genera lions ma\'
never sec an "oncinal" boundar"\" marker. This
Slone would be repiaccd in the man'ncr sUS!!~Sled in
lhe following recommendation.

8E~ch

of the missins. lladly ricca' , .cj Slones or
broken Slumr~ should be replaced . .'. number of
lhe enii. markers ;':e either minim! or have been
b;odly mutil,lled b\ \\"eJther. \'ant!~lism. etc. It is
recommended Iha: Ihese Slones be replaced b y
du~licatcs with appropriate inscriptio"ns . SandSlon~
used in the ori ~ina! markers came rrom a quarry lr.
.... qu i:.. Va.. The ~ ..:. F: fences should be r~S\ored and
miss ing D.'o.R plaque ! rC!,laced . ,~. n ~· of the Slone
fra~mentl removeo shoulc bc careful'" catalo~ed
anJ placed in Ihe Boundary Stonc ' ~Iuse !; ;;' ~$
susgcS\ed in recommendalion five.

9

All of the StOnes should be IreOlled witi-. io
protective coat i n~ . All of the ex istin!! or rcplOlced
bounoa'1' uones should be treated "" ith ;I prolec·
t i\"C coatins thaI docs not change the colo: or
characler of the stone . A numbel 01 chemlcil
fin ishes o :isl tha t can be applied to Slone 10 make
it \'irtuall y weatherproof. However. some experi.
menla lion wjl l probabl ~' be neccssu-y (0 delerm ine
th e prope r prouuct . me th od of appi l~li on and
p r olec tive nnure of thc materiil.

1 0 T h e DAR's role in the Slewardship of these
monuments should b~ continued. F.ach of th~ DAR
Cna?lers responsi:.1c for one or more or the
boundar"\" markers should contihue in its Sle"·ard·
ship ·ru~ction. Each Chaptcr snouid inspect the
Slone site annually and prepare a report thereon
..... hich would be transmittcd to the "Keeper of the
Stones" for his files and to inform him
conditions that require attention.

or
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In approximately 1904, it was dug up and carried to the edge of
the field, about 225 feet from its proper location; in 1906 it was
found lying on the ground.' At some point later, it was placed
upright and rotated from its correct positioning. The letters are
smaller than those of the other stones and are in a different
script. The speculation is that a different stone carver carved
this stone than carved all the rest of the stones. 2

s"V 1-

In both the surveys done in 1894-97' and 1906, the original stone
could not be found. It was apparently placed on the east side of
"nd very close to the Alexandria and Leesburg turnpike, on the
eastern slope of Shuter's Hill, in a subdivision known, in 1906,
as Spring Park, and within a stone's throw ot Fort Ellswo~th, built
by federal forces in May 1861.
When the inquiry was made in 1906,
there were a number of workmen carting away loam and gravel for new
roads.
The road foreman said a strange condition was known to
exist there, called 'creeping down hill', a movement of the surface
of the earth, which may have had something to do with the loss of
the stone. z In 1921, the annual report of Mount Vernon Chapter to
the Virginia Daughters ot the American ~evolution stated that the
stone was relocated and tenced in 1920.
It is believed that the
relocated stone was not the original stone but was the replica that
stands within the fence today. Due to its size, shape and total
lack of inscriptions, the stone is obviously not the original. The
stone was indicated on a 1927 aerial survey map located in the
archives of the George Washington Masonic Memorial. Another source
indicates that the marker was there in 1929.'
Although not
original, this stone has marked the area of the second mile stone
for approximately seventy years.

SW 3 This marker was the first marker placed at other than equal miles
from the other markers. The end of the mile would have ended in
a ravine, so it was placed on higher ground, less than three miles
from the South Cornerstone.' The inscription was listed as 2 miles
J02p, which means it was placed 2 miles and )02 poles or rods from
the South Cornerstone. 2
(U'll' I''''.''~)
)vJ ~

In the early surveys of 1894-1897' and 1906, the entire top of this
stone was missing, and remains missing today. It had what appeared
to be plow marks on it. In 1906, it was located with the help a
farmer who said, "By gum, I've run the plow into that stone times
enough to know where it is. ,,2 It was in the immediate vicinity of
three federal forts marking the line of the defenses of the
District of Columbia in the Civil War. Later, it was almost buried
when Route 7 was regraded.]

5~S

In the early surveys ot 1894-97' and 1906 2 , the entire top of this
stone was missing, and remains missing today ~
It was moved
approximately 44.90' from its original location.

equal m~les from tne Soutn Cornerstone. It was mar~ea ~ m~~es J0~
Poles, which means it was placed 5 miles and 304 poles or rods from
the South Cornerstone. '
Its wrought iron fence, placed in 1916, was ~one by 1949, when the
stone sat on the edge of a large gravel pit.
Threatened by construction of roads and apartments, the stone was
removed and stored by Arlington County for three years. It was then
placed in the middle of a median strip on South Jefferson Street,
this being the closest public land next to its original site. It
was given a new iron fence and rededicated in its new location in
June 1965. 3
In December 1989 this stone was hit and broken; its fence was also
broken.
In response to calls from members of the Virginia
Daughters of the American Revolution, Arlington County personnel
picked up the stone so that it would not be further broken or lost.
The stone sat on an Arlington County truck for a month, until the
weather warmed up enough to repair the stone and fence. Arlington
County personnel did the necessary repairs.
SV4 1 . In the early survey ot 1906, the stone showed scars from bullets
or' grapeshot. It was close to fort Ramsay and Fort Buffalo, which
may account for the scars. Apparently the markers were used for
target practice during the Civil War.'

S'we.

~IC .

In the survey ot 1894-97 it was missing; Mr. Morgan Steeves, .J
resident of Falls Church for forty years, said it stood near the
road on the side of Throckmorton or upton Hill, fell into a caving
bank, lay there where it fell, and finally disappeared in the
1880s.' By 1906, it had been found and reset, although rotated and
not in its proper location.
Fort Ramsay occupied the western
portion of the hill upon which the stone is placed. l
It is, however, actually 10 miles and 230.6 feet from the
South Cornerstone.'
In the 1894-97 2 and 1906 3 surveys,
pieces were lying together.

it was badly broken,

but the

The marker is only two feet high, the size of the intermediate
stones, not three feet high as the north and east cornerstones are.
The cornerstones were supposed to have been marked "Jurisdiction
of the United states" vertically on one side, in contrast to the
intermediate stones where the "Jurisdiction of the United States"
runs horizontally on one side of the stone.' The stone lettering
on the West Cornerstone is different, with the words "Jurisdiction
of the United States" being carved horizontally around two sides
of the stone. This is the only stone so marked. Now worn away,
on two of its bevelled edges at the top, the "West Corner ll .... as
engraved, also unlike any of the other stones. Southeast 13 is a
three foot stone, the size the East and North cornerstones are and
the size that all the cornerstones were supposed to have been. It
therefore appears that the present day West Cornerstone and the
Southeast 13 stone were mixed up in 1791. This would also account
for the fact ot the two-sided horizontal writing, as the smaller
size stone used as the West Cornerstone couldn't accommodate the
vertical writing that was to have been carved on the cornerstones.
The marker has grooves on the top, indicating that the center of
the stone is the corner of the District of Columbia.

~w

I. It was noted in the 1894-97 survey that part of the ~op was broken

of·f. '
The 1894-97 survey noted that it was partially broken of! with
pieces being carried of! to be used as whetstones. I The words "at
the" appear in italics for the tirst time, and continue to be in
italics on the stones placed after NW2.
NW 3

In 1897 it was found broken oft below the ground, with the broken
part lying twenty to thirty feet from the base which was long
buried and out of sight. It was thought to have been broken by an
army wagon during the Civil War. Surveyors developing the water
power at Little Falls diligently searched for the stump in 1894
and found it after much difficulty. The inscription reads J Miles
& 14P, which means it was place1 three miles and fourteen poles or
rods from the West Cornerstone.
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CITY OF FALLS CHURCH
300 Park Avenue - Falls Church, Virginia 22046

tv1 E tv1 0 R AN DUM
DATE:

September 17, 1993

TO:

Merni Fitzgerald, City Council Representative to NV?DC

FROM:

Maurice J. Terman, Chairman, Historical Commission

SUBJECT:

Proposed Northern Virginia Boundary Stones Committee under NVPDC

On December 3, i 789, the Virginia legislature offered to cede any area in
the state UP to 10 miles square to serve as the site of a permanent capital for the
Uni ted States. On July16, 1790, an Act of Congress establ ished that such a
Federal District would be on the Potomac River, and, on January 24, 1791,
President Washington proclaimed that the survey for such a district should be
made beginning at a point on Hunting Creek., running due northwest for ten miles,
thence into Maryland due northeast for ten miles, thence. due southeast for ten
miles, and finally due southwest for ten miles to the beginning on.Hunting Creek.
Major Andrew El licott was invited t o condu c t the survey; ~I e began his first
r·ough reconnaissance f r om Alexandri a on Febr uar y 14,179 1. and crossed the
Potomac into tviai'yland on February 22. On Ma r C~1 30 , 1791, the Pr esident issued a
Proclamation identifyin g t he boundari es of t he Federa l Terri t or y, and ordered then)
to be permanently marked. On Apri I 15, 1791, the South Cornerstone Was dedicated
at Jones Point in Alexandria, and later in 1791 an additional 13 one-foot- square
milestones were engraved and put in place in Virginia.
On September 7, 1846, Congress and President Polk., in response to requests
from Virginians, retroceded the 31 square miles of the District of Columbia in
Virginia, and on March 20,1847, state laws again were in force within the new
Alexandria County, part of which became in 1870 the independent city of
Alexandria, and the remainder of which became in 1920 Arl ington County. Part of
the former District boundary also became in 1936 the boundary between Arl ington
and the town of Falls Church.

For a long time, the stones were generally ignored. Beginning in 191 S, the
DAR beqan erecting an iron picket fence around each stone. Boundary Stone SW 9
was recognized on the National Register of Historic Places on May 11,1976, and
becan"'le in 1980 a National Historic Landmark to honor Benjamin Banneker, the
Negro astronomer on the Ell icott survey team. The South Cornerstone was placed
on the National .Register on May 19,1980, and the other 12 stones in Virginia were
added to the Register on February 1, 1991, with documentation provided by the
DAR. Also during the bicentennial year of 1991, an ad-hoc 'inter jurisdictional
committee discussed the potential future of the stones at three meetings before
disband i ng.
At this time, four Virginia jurisdictions share responsibi I ity for the 14
boundary stones. Falls Church has direct interest in SW 9 and West Cornerstone,
two of the three Virginia stones set within public parks. The Historical
Commission suggests that it now would be highly desirable for official
representatives of Alexandria City, Arl ington County, Fairfax County, and Falls
Church City to create under the auspices of the NVPDC a new Northern Virginia
Boundary Stones Committee which could also·include authorized participants from
other organizations, such as the DAR, National Park. Service, and local historical
societies. The Committee 's mandate should be to determine:
a) the legal status of the stones,
b) the potential ownership and/or easement possibi I ities, inc luding the
option for national legislation,
c) the exact location and past and present status of each stone,
d) the future protection, preservation, restoration and/or relocation
options,
and

e) the mechanisms for achieving wider public recognition and appreciation
for the stones, including the formulation and installation of historic
markers.

CITY OF FALLS CHURCH
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE:

March 16, 1994

TO:

Ric Terman, Boundary Stones Committee

FROM:

Peter H. Maier, City

SUBJECT:

The Jurisdiction Stones

Attorneypw~

This is written in response to your request for an opinion as
to the ownership of the boundary marker stones. please consider
this an informal legal opinion.
I could locate no statute which specifically discussed
ownership of the Virginia-Washington, DC boundary stones.
The
Federal Retrocession Statute (9 Stat. 35) provided that following
referendum approval "full and absolute right and jurisdiction" of
the retroceded land would be in Virginia. Although I personally
have not examined the deed of retrocession which is located in
Alexandria, I have been told by Barbara Hynak that the deed
contains no mention of ownership of the stones.
As a general rule of property law, when real property is transferred, fixtures are transferred along with the property unless a
contrary intent is shown, either in the instrument of transfer or
in some other manner.
The boundary markers are, in my opinion, in
the nature of fixtures and were effectively transferred at the time
of retrocession to Virginia. Because they are fixtures, the stones
belong to whoever owns the property on which they are located.
In reviewing the paper drafted by your son in 1972, there is
reference to a letter written in July 1963 by T. Sutton Jett, the
Regional Director of the National Park Service, to Robert W. -Wilson
of the Arlington County Historical Commission, where Mr. Jett stated
that the retrocession apparently "included the boundary stones and
it was proper for the Arlington County government to assume the
responsibility for maintaining and protecting them." Mr. Jett's
letter is consistent with my opinion. 1

1 I'm rrying ro obrain a copy of this letrer from the Arlingron
Counry Hisrorical Commission ro see i f ir can shed furrher lighr
on rhis quesrion.
If I can obrain ir, I'll forward it to you.
If any of rhe Commirree members have a copy of rhe letrer or know
where one can be found, I'd like ro review ir to see i f ir can
provide addirional information on rhis subjecr.

Mr. Ric Terman
March 16, 1994
Page 2

Barbara Hynak also tells me she believes there is an op~n1on,
perhaps 20 years old, written by the Arlington County Attorney's
office indicating that the stones in Arlington County on public
property belong to Arlinqton County.
I'm trying to locate a copy
of this opinion in order to confirm its contents .
There is some indication in the history of the stones which
seems to indicate that, before Mr. Jett's letter to Mr. Wilson in
July 1963, the Federal government felt they owned the stones. For
example, I note that in 1915 the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
granted authority for the stones to be enclosed by iron picket
fences by the Daughters of the American Revolution. However,
whatever the case was before, it appears that subsequent to 1963
the Federal government believed that the boundary stones were not
owned by it. 2
I hope that this information proves useful.
It seems to me
that the best approach to take is to obtain easements or other
agreements from the property owners concerning maintenance and
access to the boundary stones. As a practical matter, regardless
of who owns the stones themselves, the property owners would have
to grant an easement for anyone to have access to the stones
located on private property.

2 The fact that some or all of the stones are inscribed
"Jurisdiction of the United States" does not, in my opinion,
provide insight into ownership of the stones. The word
"jurisdiction" in the context of a boundary marker clearly is
intended to indicate boundary line jurisdiction and not
ownership-of-the-stone type jurisdiction.
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GPS
Resurvey
6f'lhe

D.C.

I

Boundary
Stones
By Michael G. Shacttelford
and David R. Doyle

Northwesl No, 5 mile ""rlaIr, ., In 1792, was the
M:Ond bountMry l1one.' In IUryI,nd, t.oc.ted

.." in uoocMd IfN within /tie fenced Daarfi,
Rnen-.tIon, this J10ne Is one tJfmlny Itwtc.nnol
be obsfIrYfd dlrtlCfty by GPS lM/trOds, (Ptrolo by

n September 1989,
Dexter M. Brinker of
Durango, Colorado, presented a paper at th e ACSM/
ASPRS Fall Convention entitled
"District of Columbia Boundary
Bicentennial, " In his account
of the history of the sunJey that
delineated the original boundaries of the Federal Territory,
Brinker noted its special significance to surveyors nationwide, He also suggested that it
would be appropriate for
AC5M to participate in planning activities to commemorate the 200th anniversary of
th is impo rta nt su roey.
A J-oint committee of the Na-

tional Society of Professional
Surveyors (NSPS) and the
American Association for Geodetic Surveying (MGS) is proceeding with celebration plans, The District of Columbia Boundary Bicentennial Committee's program includes a Global Positioning
System (GPS) resurvey of the original boundary stones marking
the borders of the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia ,
Surveyors from both the public and private sector, representing
the National Geodetic Survey (NGS), the Washington Suburban
Sanitary Commission (W5:S'C), Fairfax County, Virginia, and
numerous private consulting firms in.the greater Washington ,
D.C., metropolitan area have already begun the preliminary
recovery phase of the project.
Rlch,n1 Wllm,r, D.C. Bound.ry BICInlenni.,

CommltlMJ
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GPS resurvey of the D.C. boundobtain first-order poSitions wher5. Perfonn GPS observations.
ary stones is to be done by a
ever possible, and where neces6. Perform conventional terressary, perform terrestrial surveys
method similar to that used by
trial observations.
the National Oceanic and Atmosby conventional methods to tie
7. Prepare "Blue Book" data set
the boundary monuments to
pheric Administration (NOAA)
for all observations and descripexisting or newly established
and NGS in the 1970s to resurvey
tions to be submitted to NGS.
the original boundary stones set
offset stations.
8. AdJust the combined GPS and
by Charles Mason and Jeremiah
The following steps will be reclassical data set by NGS and inquired:
Dixon in the 1760s on the Marycorporate the data into the NGS
land-Delaware state line. Those
1. Recover the existing boundIntegrated Data Base.
boundaries are part of the Masonary stones to determine their
How the horizontal control
Dixon wne. Local surveyors in the
suitability for direct GPS observasurvey ties the botmdary stones
Washington, D.C ., area have voltions.
into the NGRS poses some interunteered to perform the bound2. Recover existing NGRS
esting problems. Unlike
arystoneresurvey.
r-------------~----~~----~,_---,r-,-~
most control surveys,
The original boundary
:'-"'~,
where the monumentation
stones were set at I-mile
is placed where it is
intervals during the survey
needed and most available
of the 1O-mile-square Fedto the user community,
eral Territory begun Februthis project requires that
ary 1791 by Major Andrew
either the boundary stones
Ellicott with the help of
be "GPSed" directly, or
Benjamin Banneker. The
tied by conventional
original boundary survey
traverse techniques to
took nearly two years to
existing control or to
complete, while this new
newly established GPS stasurvey will take only a few
tions. Since the boundary
months.
stones are located on both
The resurvey will locate
public and private properthe monuments marking the
ties. many land owners or
original boundary survey of
property managers must
the District of Columbia.
be contacted to ensure
but will not determine the
.'
proper access to monuboundary lines. The comments and control points.
mittee has decided that this
or to permit the establishis a legal question to be
Thl. IMP Ihotn Ioc.tIon 0' /tie mi. m.Tt"" tn., c»IlMl'e 1M orlglMI boufKMry
ment of new stations.
resolved later by the proper 0' /tie Dtstrlc, 0/ Co/um'*- The $10M' on /tie Vlrglnlll Jlde 0/ /tie Po'omlC River
New monuments will
..".,., In 1791; 'h. .,ones In ""ryl.nd.."., Jet In 1m. (M.p court~y NBtIoIwI
authorities.
consist of 3.25-inch domed
c..pn.1 P'Mmlng Comm/JJJon, Wuh/ngfon, D.C.; ,."nm.dtrom BoundIry Marlier's
of tile NatIon', Cap/tll, U.s. Goyemment PrInting OffIce, Wallington, D.C., 1976)

DETERMINING
PRECISE
COORDINATFS
A major part of this project is to
determine the precise coordinates of each of the boundary
stones with respect to the North
American Datum of 1983 (NAO 83)
to at least third-order accuracy as
defined by the Federal Geodetic
Control Committee (FGCC). The
data will be given to NGS to incorporate into the National Geodetic
Reference System (NGRS). The
committee decided to use GPS to

brass disks identifying the
stations as having been established by the District of
Columbia Boundary Bicentennial
Committee. The disks will be set
In concrete poured 3.5 to 4 feet
deep. flush with the ground. No
underground or reference marks
will be set.

horizontal and vertical control
pOints to be used to tie the
boundary stones to the network.
3. Select sites for new monumentation offsets from boundary
stones that cannot be positioned
directly wtth GPS. and reference
stones that can be occupied with
GPS.
4. Write descriptions for all
marks used in the survey and
ensure that they are in the proper
format to submit to NGS.

PREUMINARY RECOVERY
OFSfONFS
To date. a preliminary recovery
of the four sides of the boundary
has been completed. Of the 40
monuments· set originally. 37 have
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bpen recovered. One of the nonrecovered stations is known to
have been buried by a landfill,
ann an attempt to uncover this
stone is being made by the District of Columbia Surveyor's
Office.

to establish two new intervisible
GPS stations at least a quarter of
a mile apart, more convenient
stations will be set and secondorder astronomic azimuth observations and traverse procedures
will be used to control the posi-

A Trimble 4000ST ~/~r 1ft! u!l«llo pMform GPS obwrv,lIon! " Nor1l!IIIIHI No. 6 mile m,rt" on We!"'m
Av!!'nue. PicturPd ,~ members of lhe D.C. Bound,ry Bleentfmn/,' CommINee: (I~" to right) D,vld Doyie,
Richard Wit~r, AI,n DrIIgOO, Dougll! Richmond, "'lcMe/ShlCkftlford, ,nd Buffon Sours Jr. (Photo by Rlch,rd
Wil~r, D.C. Bound,ry Bleen"'nni,1 CommINee)

Preliminary recovery of the
stones was done to determine
how many were still in existence
and to inspect the physical
conrlition of the monuments and
their protective cages . We are
also in the process of recovering
published control points that are
within one mile of the stones and
selecting potential sites for new
stations needed to control
conventional ties to monuments
that are not accessible by GPS.

POSITIONING BY GPS
Due to the many obstructions
around the monuments, only
about 10 of the boundary stones
can he positioned directly by GPS
methods. Monuments not observed directly with GPS will be
tied to the network with at least
two existing control points by
means of classical traverse
techniques .
In cases where it is impossible
ACSM BULLETIN

tions of the boundary stones.
However, in many cases the
nearest NGRS station is either too
far away to be a convenient tie, or
has been destroyed .
The two newly established
control points at ACSM headquarters in Bethesda, Maryland, will
also be used (see February ACSM
Bulletin, p . ll ; April ACSM Bulletin,
p. 15) . The Glascock Building,
where ACSM offices are located,
is about four miles from the north
point of the District of Columbia
boundary. These points can be
observed with GPS and will be
tied to the primary network by
first-order standards.
Even in cases where the stones
can be positioned directly with
GPS, a new station will be established nearby, if possible, as an
offset to ensure greater permanence. Completion of this project
will provide accurate positions
for the existing boundary stones

and for the approximately 85 new
GPS stations that will be required .
This will help increase the density
of control available to surveyors
in the Washington. D.C.. area for
other cadastral. surveying, and
engineering projects.
The committee has had great
success in obtaining "loaner" GPS
and other geodetic equipment to
conduct the field operations.
WSSc. Rinker-Detwiler & Associates, a private consulting firm m
Virginia , and the Howard County.
Maryland. Department of Pubhc
Works have offered the use of 10
Trimble 4000ST Single-frequen cy
GPS receivers. These will be used
to establish the control network.
while the conventional surveys
will be conducted with a Wild T-3 .
O.I-second theodolite from NGS.
and a Wild TC2000 total station.
courtesy of Wild Leitz USA Inc.
Volunteers from both the
Potomac Chapter of the Ma:ryland
Society of Surveyors and the
Mount Vernon Chapter of the
Virginia Association of Surveyors
began new mark setting and observations in April. Completion of
all survey operations is anticipated by July and the final adjustment by NGS should be completed by October.
The final evaluation of this
survey will allow accurate mathematical determination of the
Maryland-District of Columbia
boundary, as well as of the
northern line between Arlington
and Fairfax counties in Virginia,
which was the original boundary
between Virginia and the District
of Columbia until the Retrocession Act of 1846.

BOUNDARY
BICENTENNIAL EVENTS
After the final adjustments are
released by NGS, the results will
be published in a book being
written by committee members.
The volume will include a section
JUNE 1990
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historic groups. archaeological
The final scope of the project
on the history of the original
will also depend on the funds
commissions. and Masons, to
survey by Silvio A. Bedini of the
raised. A proposed project
name a few, that have similar acSmithsonian Institution in Washtivities planned to celebrate this
budget. estimated at nearly
ington . D.C.
. $90.000, and fund-raising activiAmong other activities prohistoric event.
ties will be announced in
posed by the committee
the near future .
are restoration and preserDonations are greatly
vation of the Daughters of
the American Revolution's '
appreciated and sh o uld
be sent to Richard Wit(DAR.) iron cages that
mer, Treasurer. District of
protect the monuments. A
re-enactment survey and
Columbia Boundary
ceremony is scheduled at
Bicentennial Committee.
the initial or south point
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SHAREWARE
COordinate GeOmetry
SHAREWARE COGO (with CADD support). GeoCalc Software Systems presents a full-featured , commandoriented "power" COGO program for IBM PC / ST / ATs and compatibles using CGA or EGA graphics . Almost
100 commands comprise the complete function table, including spirals , figure storage and geometry, batch
processing via word processor, 999 points per file , and 999 figures per file , Registered users may expand to
10, 000 pOints per file, traverse balancing, an interactive help feature, a RAM -resident word processor, and
generation of CADD drawing files for export to Generic Cadd with labeling of point numbers, bearings and
distances , and arc lengths and radii of curves (to user-specified scales).
The complete 270 Kb program and 140-page reference manual are included on a 5 '/4 -inch disk. This is NOT a
demonstration, but a complete, functional shareware program.
Send $30.00 or call after 6:00 p.m,
GeoCalc Software Systems Co., Inc.
p.o. Box 5308 • Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19142 • Telephone (215) 365-5585
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Attachment I j

Exempted from recordation taxes
under the Code of Virginia (1950) as amended,
section 58.1-811(A)

DEED OF EASEMENT

THIS DEED OF EASEMENT, made this
day of
, 1994 by
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and his/her/their heirs, successors and assigns, herein
collectively referred to as the Grantor, and the COMMONWEALTH of vm.GINIA,
VIRGINIA BOARD OF HISTORIC RESOURCES, herein referred to as the Grantee.

WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Chapter 22 of Title 10.1 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, was
enacted to preserve historic and architectural landmarks in the Commonwealth of Virginia, and
charges the Virginia Board of 'Historic Resources to designate as historic landmarks such
buildings, structures, and sites as it determines tOI be of historical, architectural, or
archaeological significance and to receive properties and interests in properties for the purpose,
among other things, of the preservation of such landmarks and their settings; and
WHEREAS, the Grantor is owner of a tract of land, herein described, on which is
located one of the original stone boundary markers for the District of Columbia; and
WHEREAS, such boundary marker is of historic importance and is listed on the Virginia
Landmarks Register and the 'National Register Of Historic Places; and
WHEREAS, both the Grantor and the Grantee desire to ensure the preservation of the
boundary marker;
NOW THEREFORE, in recognition of the foregoing and in considetation of the sum
of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other valuable consideration, the receipt of which is already
acknowledged, the Grantor does hereby grant and convey to the Grantee an easement in
perpetuity in gross (with right in perpetuity to restrict the use of as described below), over the
property described in "Attachment A" (hereinafter called the Easement Property).
The restrictions hereby imposed on the use of the Easement Property are in accord with
the policy of the Commonwealth of Virginia, as set forth in Chapter 22 of Title 10.1 of the Code
of Virginia of 1950, as amended, to preserve the principal historical, architectural, and
archaeological landmarks in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Acts which the Grantor covenants
to do and not to do upon the Easement Property, and restrictions which the Grantee is hereby
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entitled to enforce, shall be as follows:
1.

The parties agree that the photographs of the Easement Property taken by
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ of the Department of Historic Resources (DHR negative number
______) on
, accurately document the appearance and condition of the
boundary marker as of the date of this easement. The negatives of the said documentary
photographs shall be stored permanently in the picture collection of the Virginia State
Library.

2.

The boundary marker shall not be demolished or removed from the Easement Property,
nor shall it be intentionally altered in any way. No cleaning, waterproofing, or other
chemical treatment of the boundary marker shall be undertaken unless the prior written
approval of the Grantee shall have been obtained.

3.

The Grantor shall take reasonable precautions to protect the boundary marker from
looting, vandalism, erosion, mutilation, or destruction from any cause.

4.

The Grantor agrees that the boundary marker may be viewed by members of the public
on a reasonable basis, which shall include, at a minimum, allowing persons affiliated
with educational organizations or historical societies to view the boundary marker by
appointment with the Grantor. Such appoililtments shall be scheduled upon at least one
week's notice, at times which are convenient to the Grantor.

5.

No permanent dump of ashes, sawdust, bark, trash, rubbish, or other unsightly or
offensive material shall be permitted on the Easement Property.

6.

No sign, billboard, or outdoor advertising structure shall be displayed on the property
without the consent of the Grantee, other than signs not exceeding three feet by three feet
for any or all of the following purposes: (i) to provide information necessary for the
normal conduct of any permitted activity (ii) to advertise the property for sale or rental,
and (iii) to provide notice necesssary for the protection of the property and for giving
information and directions to visitors.

7.

The Grantee and its representatives may enter the property (i) from tilJ1e t9 time, upon
10 days' written notice to the Grantor, for the sole purpose of inspections and
enforcement of the terms of the easement granted herein, and (ii) in its discretion, to
erect at a location acceptable to the Grantor a single marker or sign, not exceeding two
feet by two feet, which states the name of the Grantee and advises that the Grantee owns
the easement granted herein.

8.

In the event of a violation of this Easement, the Grantee shall have the right to seek all
appropriate legal and equitable relief, including but not limited to the right to secure the
Easement Property against threatened destruction or disturbance of the boundary marker
and to assert the cost thereof as a lien against the Easement. Property.
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9.

Prior to any inter vivos transfer of the Easement Propeny, excluding deeds of trust given
for the purpose of securing loans, the Grantor shall notify the Grantee in writing.

Although this easement in gross will benefit the public in the ways recited above, nothing
herein shall be construed to convey a right to the public of access to or use of the propeny, and
tlfe Grantor shall retain exclusive rights to such access and use, subject only to the provisions
herein recited.
Acceptance by the Virginia Board of Historic Resources of this conveyance is authorized
by sections 10.1-2204 and 10.1-1701 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended.

Witness the following signatures and seal:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (SEAL)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (SEAL)

Accepted:
VIRGINIA BOARD OF HISTORIC RESOURCES

By:
H. Alexander Wise, Jr.
Director, Department of Historic Resources
Date:

----------------------
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STATE of VIRGINIA
)
of
) To wit:

The foregoing instrument was aclmowledged before me this _
day of
, 1994, by
, the Grantor therein.

-------------

Notary Public

My commission expires:

STATE of VIRGINIA
CITY of RICHMOND

)
) To wit:

The foregoing instrument was aclmowledged before me this _
day of
_ _ _ __ _ _ _~ ' 1994, by H. Alexander Wise, Jr., Director, Department of Historic
Resources, on behalf of the Virginia Board of Historic Resources, Grantee therein.

Notary Public

My commission expires:
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COMlvfONWEALTH of VIRGINIA

H. Alexander Wise, Jr.. Ulrcctor

January 23,1995

Department oJ Historic Resources

221 Governor SUa:!
Richmond. Vi'linia 2321P

Maurice I. Terman
Chairman, NOVABOSTCO
616 Poplar Drive
FalJs Church, VA 22046

RE: Northern Virginia Boundary Stones

Dear Mr. Terman:
As we discussed in our recent conversations by telephone, the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources is very interested in cooperating with NOVABOSTCO on your important project to
preserve and protect the founeen Federal boundary markers placed in Virginia during George
Washington's administration. Because the stDnes are already listed on the state and national
registers, and are assoc:iated with jmportant events in our state and national history, the
markers make excellent candidates for casement protection, provided the owners are willing to
grant an easement donation to the state.
Donation of a historic easement would involve the permanent legal transfer of some of the
property rights of a landowner to the Commonwealth. For tax purposc:s, an easement
donation is considered a charitable donation. DHR's policy is to work with willing property
owners who enter into these legal transactions compJctely volunt.arily, with their eyes and ears
open. Your organization can be most helpful to us by individually contacting the landowners,
whether private or public, to solicit their possible interest in considering a voluntary easement
donation. Once you have approached the landowners and determined who is truly interested in
learning more about our easement program, please contact Calder Loth, seni~r arfhitectural
historian on our staff, to set up a schedule for meetings with the interested landowners. Your
suggestion of setting up a series of jndividual appointments to be held consecutively on the
same day is an excellent one.
Please be advised that the sample plat your sent us is more than adequate for the purpose of
giving an accurate legal description of the boundary stone's location for which the plat is
drawn.
The Virginia Board of Historic Resources is the public body with authority to accept easements
on behalf of the Commonwealth. DHR serves as the Board's staff. DRR's Director, Alex
Wise, has authority to· sign easement deeds on the Board's behalf. The Board meets every
other month. Its next meeting will be held on February 22 t with the following meeting

TELEPHONE.' (804) 716·3/43

roD: (&04)

7&6-/93~

FAX: (804) 22j.426/

scheduled for April 19. Both dates are auspicious for the occasion of discussing
NOVABOSTCO's mission and to inform the Board of the progress o( our work to&ethcr;
however. the April date is probably more realistic. Your suggestion of having a public:
ceremony to observe the signing of any easement deeds that emerge from our collaboration is,
again, an excellent idea. We win be happy to pursue it at the appropriate time.
I hope this summary is consistent with your understanding of our discussions to date.
You have our every
wish for suc:c:ess. I am glad to hear that you received a copy of our
RFP for the establishment of additional DHR field offices. We are encouraged by the strong
interest shown by communities in Northern Virginia and around the Slate in the RPP.

,ood

If we can be of funher assistance, please let us know.
Yours sincerely,

(~!~T
: ---__
Robert Allen Carter
Senior Program Manager, Special Projccts

c: H. Alexander Wise. Jr•• calder C. Loth

I remain.

AllLlLlllllclll
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA BOUNDARY STONE SURVEY

MARKER #/NAME:

West Comer Stone

MARKER LocATION:

West Comer Stone Park

OBSERVER NAMFJAGENCY:

Doug Pickford (NVPDC), Charles Smith
(NVRPA), Maurice Tennan (No. Va. Boundary
Stones Committee), Elaine McGee, Barbara
Hynak(DAR)

RECORDER NAMFJAGENCY:

Doug Pickford (NVPDC)

PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN:

Yes

PHOTOGRAPHER NAME/A GENCY:

Charles Smith (NVRPA)

DATE:

7120194

WEATHER:

Clear - 90 Degrees and Humid

Closest public thoroughfare?

Arizona

Is the marker visible from this thoroughfare?

Yes

Is the marker legally accessible?

Yes

Is the marker on public or private property?

Public

What is the property currently used for?

Parkland - West Cornerstone Park

Is the marker present?

Yes

Is the marker original?

Yes

If no - type of material used?

NA

Is the marker coated?

No

If yes, with what is it coated?

NA

Marker Condition:

Stone is chipped and pitted. Stone is in it's
original position and orientation representing the
boundary of the City of Falls Church, Fairfax
County, and Arlington County. Stone is tilting
towards the east.

Top:

(See Tennan notes)

Four Vertical Faces:

(See Tennan notes)
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA BOUNDARY STONE SURVEY

Inscriptions:

Legible where stone has not been chipped away.

Base:

In ground - tilting towards the east.

Condition of Cage:

Not of the 1916 variety. The largest of all .
cages. Painted brown, in good condition and
stable.

Condition of Plaque:
Site Conditions:

Located in a small, quiet, tree shaded park with
benches located nearby. Excellent setting with
easy access.

Dimension of Stone:

Height - 2' Width - SE 13" SW 12 112"

Dimension of Cage:

Height - 5' 2" Width - S 8' 6 112" W 7' 3 3/4"

No. of Pictures:

4
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA BOUNDARY STONES COMMITTEE
SUMMARY STATUS REPORT ONTHE NORTHERN VIRGINIA BOUNDARY STONES
February 1995
A field survey of the Northern Virginia Boundary Stones was conducted on
July 20,1994, by a team composed of Committee members Barbara Hynak
(Arlington, DAR), Doug Pickford (NVPDC), Charles Smith (NVRPA), and Ric
Terman (Falls Church), and consultant Elaine McGee (USGS). They visited 13
of the 14 stones (all except NW3) and systematically recorded basic data
and took a number of photos at each site. These data were put on a
word-processing disc by Pickford and combined with the photos by Smith to
create a permenent loose-leaf notebook file. Terman has now compiled the
following tabular summaries of some of the key data from that status
survey. At subsequent meetings, it is suggested that this data will serve as
a basis for formulating Committee recommendations for future action by
the jurisdictions at each stone:

Stone

I Origi I Orienl Size :

HxWxW

IPosition

IOwner

I Plat I Access lin:

IShape I Words

SC

NO

YES

3SX9X13"

OK

NPS PARK

NO

POOR

GROUND POOR

FEW

SW1

YES

NO

19X11.2SX11.S"

350' LONG

CITY ROW

YES

FAIR

GROUND GOOD

ALL
NONE

SW2

NO

NO

29.SX11X17"

1700' SHORT CITY ROW

NO

GOOD

CEMENT POOR

SW3

YES

YES

1S.SX11X11"

OK

PRIVATE

YES

GOOD

CEMENT FAIR

SOME

SW4

YES?

NO

SX6.SXS"

MOVED

VDOTROW

YES

GOOD

GROUND STUMP

NONE

SWS

NO?

NO

9X13X1S.S"

2S0'LONG

CITY? ROW

NO

GOOD

GROUND STUMP'

NONE

SW6

YES

NO

2SX12X12"

MOVED

ARL. ROW

NO

GOOD

GROUND PATCHED SOME

SWl

YES

YES

23X11 X11.S"

OK

PRIVISCH

YES

FAIR

GROUND POOR

FEW

MOVED

PRIVATE

GROUND POOR

FEW

I

SW8

YES

NO

24+8X12X13.S"

YES

GOOD

SW9

YES

YES

12X11X11"

OK

PUB. PARK

YES

GOOD

GROUND GOOD

ALL

WC

YES

YES

24X12.SX13"

OK

PUB. PARK

YES

GOOD

GROUND BROKEN

FEW

NW1

YES

YES

24+10X11X11"

OK

PRIVATE

YES

GOOD

GROUND FAIR

SOME

NW2

YES

YES

23+4X11 X11.S"

OK

PRIVATE

YES

LIMITED GROtlND FAIR

SOME

NW3

YES

YES

?

OK

PRIVATE

YES

LIMITED GROUND GOOD

MOST

Size-

I Fence ;

Slone

IFence

Color

IDate I Plaque IPast

Photos

INew

I

Photos Comments
OH/6S/6M
DIFFICULT TO SEE
2H/SS/9M
DOUBLE FENCED

SC

62X30X60~

GOOD; CEMENT

1926

6HX9W' 9710S/1S/76

SW1

SOX37X37"

GOOD; WHITE

1915

4XS"

1905

SW2

60X37X37"

GOOD; BLACK

1920

4XS"

NONE

1H/5S17M

NOT ORIGINAL

SW3

64x36x36"

FAIR; BLACK

1991

4XS'

1905. 1976

2H/SS/9M

PARTLY BURIED

SW4

60X3SX36"

FAIR; GREEN

1916

4XS'

1905

2HI1S/3M

BROKEN OFF
BROKEN OFF

SW5

5SX36X37'

FAIR: WHITE

1921

4XS"

1905

1H12S/6M

SW6

63X37X37

POOR; BLUE

1965

ODD

1905

2H/4S/10M

BADLY PATCHED

SW7

65X46X4S'

POOR: GREEN

NONE

NONE

1908

2H/4S/SM

POORLY SET

SWS

4SX36X36'

FAIR: GREEN

1950

6X5'

1908

1H/4S17M

POORLY SET

12XS'

SW9

62X36X36"

GooD:8ROWN

19897

1905

1H/5S17M

PARTlY BURIED

WC

62XS8X102'

GOOD; BROWN

19527 ?

9410S176

3H/4SI7M

MISSING PIECE

NW1

69X37X37'

FAIR: GREEN

1916

4XS'

1905

2H13SI7M

MUCH EROSION

6X9'

1905

1H/4S/SM

HARD TO VISIT

?

1905, 1976

2H/OS/OM

HARD TO VISIT

NW2

58X3SX3S'

FAIR: BLUE

1969

NW3

7

7

?
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from: Building stones of our Nation's Capital,
C. F. \vithington, USGS INF-74-35, p. 8-11

Aquia Creek sandstone was also a
popular construction material for public buildings between 1790 and 1840.
It was used for the White House, the
older parts of the Capitol, the Treasury Building, and the Old Patent
Office, now the National Portrait Gallery. This rock, of Lower Cretaceous
age, is an unusual stone composed
principally of quartz sand, pebbles,
and clay pellets. cemented by silica.
The sandstone received its name from
Aquia Creek in Stafford County. Virginia. near where it was quarried. The
stone Is unique because only here are
the Coastal Plain sediments in the
vicinity of Washington ceme~ted sulficiently to be useful as a building
stone. This stone Is also called Virginia freestone. a term applied to
sandstone that splits with equal ease
in any desired direction and dresses
easily because of the incomplete
cementation of the sand grains. Aquia
Creek sandstone. although easier to
work and more esthetic than the Piedmont rocks. was ill-suiled for use as
building stone because it was full of
troublesome flaws. Its popularity resulted simply from the lack of other
readily available buitding material in
the Washington area. Furthermore. the
quarries were situated near water
transportation. the best available at
that time, about 40 mites from Washington on the Virginia shore at the
Potomac. Thus. the poor quality of the
stone was overlooked.
In February 1807 Benjamin Latrobe.
second Architect of the Capitol, gave
a detailed account of the Aquia Creek
S3ndstone in an address to the American Philosophical Society. He listed
the components of the stone as sand:
... generally sharp; clay, In nodules. . . . rounded pebbles of
qUCJrtz, sandstone. and granite;
... pyrite or lumps 01 marsh mud
mixed with sulphat (sIc) or sulphuret 01 iron,. effloresing In the
air; nodules of iron are in sand

... {whIch} . . . dissolve In air
and water. and stain the stone
disagreeably . .. ; wood . .. from
trunks and branches 01 trees of
large size. to small twigs . .. at
places entirely carbonized, or the
wood carbonIzed and the bark
fiberous so that it appears as a
net, or the bark fiberous and the
wood friable. or the wood replaced by pyrite. which effloresce
in air . .. the color of the stone
varies from white to a dark rusty
lint . .. the degree of hardness Is
very various. W~en moderately
hard. its fracture Is rough and Irregular. when very hard. concave
and even. when breathed upon. It
has a strong earthy, and somewhat hepatIc smell.
Latrobe pointed out that the size of
the sandstone blocks sent 10 Washington was limited 10 4 tons because
of transportation difficulties. The best
quarry was 2 miles southwest of Aquia
Creek, where the rock contained no
joint " ... horizontal or perpendicular.
and columns of any size, not exceeding 15 (eet in diameter. might be got
out of it, if they could afterward be
removed . . . " The stone was used
successfully in the construction of the
Capitol and other early public buildings. but it was soon found that the
stone was poorly cemented, and much
of it had to be painted or replaced
soon after it was installed.
Aquia Creek sandstone was also
used in \he boundary stones of the
District of Columbia. The cornerstone
marking the southern limit of the Federal City was set in place by Major
Pierre Charles L'Enfant, the planner
of the city of Washington, at Jones
Point. Alexandria, Virginia, in April
1791. This stone and all but a lew of
the 40 original boundary stones of the
10-mile-square District may be seen
at or near their original locations. The
sides are engraved to show the jurisdiction of the Ynited Stptes and of the

States of Virginia and Maryland, the
year, and the magnetic declination of
the compass. Some of these stones
are badly weathered, even though
they are only 4 feet long by 1 foot
square and therefore sinall enough to
have been cut from the hardest and
soundest part of this "exceedingly
various" Aquia Creek sandstone.
The best places to see the stone as
it was used indoors are in the older
parts of the Capitol and the Old Patent Office, between 7th and 9th
Streets and F and G Streets NW. The
sandstone gallery of the Old Patent
Office, with its plain squat columns, is
particularly impressive. In the Capitol
Building, Aquia Creek sandstone may
be seen in the walls and columns of
the rooms adjoining the rotunda.
Latrobe's graceful Little Rotunda tobacco column colonnade in the Senate wing on Chis floor is especially
attractive. Downstairs, the simple
Doric sandstone columns of the crypt
have a brownish cast, while the
famous cornstalk columns in a nearby
entrance hall are decidedly gray.
Latrobe was especially proud of his
original design for these six small
cornstalk columns, but even for these
he was unable to obtain un flawed
stone from the Aquia Creek quarry.
An outstanding example of Aquia
Creek sandstone still in use outdoors
is the original section of the Old Patent Office. This part of the building,
with its pedimented Doric portico
copied from the Parthenon and built
between 1836 and 1840, was designed
by W. P. Elliolt and was executed by
Robert Mills, who served for a time as
Architect of Public Buildings. The rest
of Ihe building, which was built during
the 1850's and 1860's, is of marble
from Cockeysville, Maryland, in the
Piedmont province. On each facade
there is a marble portico to match the
older sandstone portico on the south.
The warm brownish tones of the sandstone contrast with the cold grays and
whites of the marble. On the whole,
the flaws in this sandstone are minor.
They have been repaired, and the
facade and the great portico look
reassuringly sound.

The part of the Treasury Building
built by Mills-the middle of the east
facade along 15th Street NW., with its
long Ionic colonnade , and the central
corridor-was completed in 1842.
The other wings, which are of Maine
granite, were built between 1855 and
1869. The columns of the later wings
are granite monoliths, quarried on Dix
Island, Maine. and brought to Washington In sailing vessels. Each of
these 3D-ton columns was set in place
by block and tackle and a team of 16
oxen. The columns were designed by
Tho'mas U. Walter, who was also the
Architect of the Capitol. and under
whose stewardship the grea( iron
dome and wings of the Capito/ were
built. For years the east facade of the
Treasury with its sandstone columns
stood in incongruous contrast to the
gray granite of the newer wings.
Finally. in 1907. the sandstone facing
and the columns of the east front
were rep/aced by granite from Milford, Massachusetts, which closely
resembles the Maine granile. The
weathered sandstone drums of the
original columns were placed in the
landfill for the new ground of the lincoln Memorial.
Poor-quality Aquia Creek sandstone
was used in the Capitol gatehouses
and gateposts built by Charles Bu/finch about 1829. These structures
show how "treacherous" this stone
can be when exposed to the elements.
They were moved from the Capitol
grounds in 1874. Some are on Consll,tution Avenue near the Washington
Monument; one gatehouse and three
gateposts are located at 15th Street
and Constitution Avenue NW., and another gatehouse farther west at 17th
Street NW. Two more of the gateposts
are in Fort Totten Park in northeast
Washington.
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Federal District Boundary Markers in Northern Virginia:
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Background
The capital of the United States of America was established on 100 square
miles of land ceded by Maryland and Virginia to the Federal government in 1790. In
1791 and 1792 the new Federal area was surveyed and marked with gray sandstone
boundary markers, typically four feet long and one foot square in size, that were taken
from ledges at the Aquia Creek quarry located in Stafford County, Virginia. The
boundary markers were placed at one mile intervals around the perimeter of the
Federal area, beginning at Jones Point in Alexandria, Virginia at the southern corner
of the area.
In 1846, the part of the District located south and west of the Potomac River
was ceded back to Virginia. Thus, fourteen of the original markers for the Fe,ieral
District boundary are located in Northern Virginia. Over the years, responsibility for
maintenance of the boundary markers, particularly those in Northern Virginia, has been
uncertain (Terman, 1972). However, from 1915 to 1920 various chapters of the
Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) located, restored, and fenced most of
the stones. In 1963, the National Park Service, who had responsibility for the
Boundary stones along the Maryland - District line, determined that when the Federal
land was retroceded to Virginia in 1846, it included the boundary stones so the
National Park Service was not responsible for maintaining or protecting the stones that
were located in Virginia (Terman, 1972). Through the efforts of the Daughters of the
American Revolution, the Federal District Boundary markers were placed on the
National Register of Historic Places in 1991.
In 1994, the Northern Virginia Boundary Stones Comminee (NVBSC) was
formed at the invitation of, and with staff support from the Northern Virginia Planning
District Commission. One of the objectives of the Northern Virginia Boundary Stones
Comminee is to develop a long term plan for the preservation of the fourteen original
Federal District survey markers located in Northern Virginia. The comminee asked me
to speak in gtmeral about the Aquia Creek sandstone and about stone preservation
issues. As a mineralogist-petrologist with the U .. S. Geological Survey, I have been
studying stone deterioration due to acid rain and air pollution. I am also working with
the National Park Service on their on-going preservation projects at the Lincoln and
Jefferson Memorials in Washington D.C. On June 28, 1994 I anended a meeting of
the Northern \(irginia Boundary Stones Comminee in order to provide background information about features and weathering characteristics of the Aquia Creek sandstone
and to speak generally about stone preservation issues. On July 21, 1994 I joined
several members of the Northern Virginia Boundary Stones Comminee in a field trip
to examine the condition of the stones. This report summarizes my comments at the
comminee meeting, summarizes my observations of the condition of the boundary
stones, and suggests elements to include in plans for the preservation of the markers.
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Aquia Creek sandstone
The Aquia Creek sandstone was quarried from the late 1700s to the early
1800s in Stafford County, Virginia, at a site about 40 miles south of Washington,
D.C., where Aquia Creek joins the Potomac. The sandstone was used for many of the
early Federal buildings, most notably the White House and the center portion of the
U.S. Capitol building. The Aquia Creek sandstone is described in some detail by
.Withington (1975). McGee and Woodruff (1992) also describe characteristics of the
stone and discuss some of the typical weathering features that it exhibits.
Characteristics: The sandstone is light gray to buff in color and it is mostly
composed of quartz (Si0 2 ) with some potassium feldspar (KAISi 3 0 a) and clays. The
cement that holds the quartz (sand) grains together is a silica composition cement,
thus it is more resistant to the effects of acid precipitation than a sandstone that
contains carbonate cement. Stone from the Aquia Creek quarry was not entirely
homogeneous. Some of it was strong and of good quality, but some of the Aquia
Creek stone taken from the quarry was of such poor quality that its use as a building
material was discontinued in the late 1830s. Most of the sand grains in the stone are
equally sized (averaging about 0.5 mm in diameter), but in some layers of the stone
rounded pebble inclusions may be 1 to 3 cm in diameter. Pockets of clay have also
been mentioned in the literature describing this Aquia Creek stone.
Weathering: Some typical weathering features of this sandstone include pock
marks (rounded holes) where the pebble inclusions have come out, accentuated layers
(slightly harder lineations of red-orange grains), and spalling of portions of the stone.
The spalling occurs because the clay in the stone expands when it gets wet and
causes layers of the stone near a clay concentration to be gradually pushed outward
until the layer breaks off. Hard black surficial crusts are another typical weathering
feature that may develop on the stone in areas where there is air pollution. These
crusts are amorphous on a microscopic .scale and they probably form as a reaction
between the stone, dirt, and air pollutants. The crusts may pose a problem for
preservation because if they adhere tightly to the stone surface they may be difficult
to remove without damaging the stone underneath.

Preservation I Treatment
Before any preservation or treatment effort is made on the boundary stones, it
is important to identify and evaluate the problems of stone deterioration that need to
be addressed.· Such an evaluation will help guide the selection of an appropriate
treatment that takes into consideration the stone characteristics, the deterioration
problems, and the exposure of the stone to weather and pollution. Three main
categories of treatment are likely to be considered: cleaning, chemical consolidation,
and repair or replacement of the stone.
Cleaning: Stone surfaces may be washed, preferably by the gentlest means
possible, such as water alone, to remove accumulated dirt, grime, and crusts. Care
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needs to be taken to chose a method that will preserve the stone surface and its
markings.
Chemical consolidation: Loose, granulated surfaces can be bound or protected
by surface coatings or by injecting an organic or organic-inorganic complex into the
pore spaces of the stone. This type of treatment may pose several dangers to the
stone in that the consolidant may not bind well with the stone. or if not carefully
selected for the stone, the treatment may accelerate damage to the stone . However.
some Europeans working in stone preservation have reported successes on
sandstones using alkoxysilanes.
Repair or replacement: Where larger pieces of stone are missing or loosened
and may come off. the stone can be repaired with epoxy or with a combination of
pinning and epoxy. Replacement stone, if necessary, should be as similar to the
original as possible.
It is likely that not all of the stones will require the same treatments, and it is
possible that some stones may presently need no treatment. Any information tt:at is
known about previous treatments to the stone will be valuable when the condition of
the stones is evaluated and may affect the treatment decisions that are made.
Another important component of a preservation program should be to consider
monitoring the condition of the stones and developing a maintenance plan for them.
The National Park Service (NPS) provides guidelines for preservation of historic
structures through their Preservation Assistance Division (located at 800 North Capital
5t, Washington, D.C.) and through published guidelines (Preservation Assistance
Division, 1989; U.S. Department of Interior, 1992). The NP5 policy for preservation
emphasizes the historic value of the material and architectural features and
recommends repair rather than replacement if possible. NPS poliCY also recommends
that any surface cleaning should be done by the gentlest means possible.

Features of the Boundary Markers
Two sizes of stones were used for the original markers: the corner stones were
specified to be five feet long and one foot square and the markers, that were placed
at one mile intervals, were four feet long and one foot square (Terman and Terman,
1972). The markers and corner stones were placed so that two feet of the stone was
buried and the remaining two (or three) feet was above ground. The buried portion
of the stone was roughly hewn. The portion of the marker or corner stone above
ground had a sawn finish and the top was cut with a bevel edge. A standard
inscription (National Capital Planning Commission, 1976) was placed on each of the
four sides (Fig. 1) of the marker; the cornerstone inscriptions differed from the mile
marker inscriptions (Terman and Terman, 1972). The Virginia boundary markers were
placed in 1791. A photographic record was made of the boundary stones in 1908
(Woodward), and between 1915 and 1920 various chapters of the Daughters of the
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American Revolution restored and fenced most of the boundary stones (Terman and
Terman, 1972). In 1952 Arlington County appropriated money to have the to stones
on its borders coated with a preservative called "Weatherlox" (Terman and Terman,
1972).
There are fourteen boundary markers in Virginia.
Two of these are
cornerstones. The South Cornerstone (the first stone in Virginia) is located at Jones
Point in Alexandria and the West Cornerstone is located in Falls Church. The
remaining markers are numbered consecutively along the sides of the square formed
by lines between the cornerstones and they are designated by the compass direction
for the side of the square. Thus, markers located between the South and West
Cornerstones are designated as " Southwest #" with # being a number from 1 -9;
markers between the West Cornerstone and the North Cornerstone are designated as
"Northwest #". Along the northwest side of the original boundary, only markers
numbered 1-3 are located in Virginia.

Current Condition of the Boundary Markers
On our trip to examine the boundary markers, we saw 13 of the 14 markers
that are located in Virginia. We photographed, measured, recorded the legible
portions of the inscriptions, and visually examined the stones. The fences that
surround the markers make it difficult to examine details on the stones very closely.
We did not take samples from any parts of the stones.
The boundary markers appear to have been made of some of the best quality
and strongest stone from the Aquia Creek quarry. They are solid and mostly intact;
some have minor pebble inclusions, but pockets of clay that were such a problem for
the Aquia Creek stone at other sites are not present in the boundary markers that we
observed. Missing chips, rounded edges, and missing corners and portions of the top
or sides are typical deterioration features on the stones. Cracks are present in some
of the stones, but they are not particularly severe or common. Many portions of the
inscriptions are still legible; where the face of the stone is mostly intact, the letters
of the inscription are still quite crisp. Darkening of the surfaces of the stones is fairly
common and seems to be especially prominent on broken, uneven surfaces. Organic
growth, such as moss, algae, or fungus is present on many stones, as are paint drips
that probably resulted from maintenance work on the fences that surround the
markers.
The following notes summarize some of the observations made about the
characteristic features and current condition of each of the boundary stones. Features
that might be relevant to future preservation of the markers were noted in particular.
South Cornerstone: This stone is located in a small concrete enclosure that
is part of a seawall constructed at the Jones Point Lighthouse. The marker is visible
from the river bank, but it is not accessible at high tide. Most of the original surfaces
of the stone are missing, the edges are so rounded and pitted that it is difficult to
discern the original shape and size of the stone. The lower portion of the stone has
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been undercut compared to the upper ponion. Although most ponions of the
inscription are gone, some letters are still visible and they appear to have some sharp
edges. The stone has some algae or other organic growth on the surfaces.
Southwest 1: The overall shape of this stone is still intact. Most of the
surfaces are blackened and there is some organiC growth on chipped ponions of the
surface. Pitting and missing chips are concentrated on the edges and there is a small
venical crack. that cuts across the top and at least one side of the stone. The
inscriptions are somewhat obscured by the surficial coating, but the edges of the
inscriptions are still criSp.
Southwest 2: This stone appears very different in size, shape, and surface
finish compared to the other boundary markers. It is most likely not an original stone.
(Moore and Jackson (1979) note that the Southwest 2 marker is one of the two
markers that have been lost from the ·original 40.) The stone appears to be a
sandstone, but close examination of the stone is hindered by the surrounding fence,
and surficial blackening makes it difficult to see texture and grains in the stone. There
are many slightly elongated grooves on the venical faces of the stone that resemble
pitting put may be a tooling mark finish that was applied to the stone. Closer
examination of this stone might be necessary to determine if it is sandstone from the
Aquia Creek quarry and to determine if the irregular surfaces on the faces of the stone
are weathering features or applied features.
Southwest 3: Most of the edges on this stone are rounded and pitted. Two
of the four venical edges are worn or broken off and the other two edges are only
panly remaining. A few areas of the stone surface are blackened, mostly on the
rounded top and in the pitted and broken areas. There are drips of paint and possibly
primer on the stone. Only in the broken areas is the graininess of the sandstone
apparent; on the original venical faces the inscriptions are distinct and the stone
surface appears to retain a smooth finish.
Southwest 4: All that remains of this marker is a rounded stub with no
apparent original surfaces. The stone may be a sandstone, but it is difficult to be sure
because the pined surface is almost completely covered with a light colored coating
that looks like paint.
Southwest 5: The size and shape of this stone is not like the other markers.
The stone appears to be a sandstone. It resembles the Aquia Creek stone in color, in
texture, and in some of the slight pitting that is visible. There are no visible
inscriptions. The surfaces of the stone appear to be slightly rougher than the finished
surfaces on the carved boundary markers. There is some organic growth like moss
or algae on pans of the stone surface.
Southw~st 6: This stone has several large patches and crack repairs that were
poorly done. The edges and top surfaces of the stone are rounded, pitted, and
blackened while the vertical faces retain much of the original finish and inscriptions.
Some of the faces have rounded indentations like pock marks that are slightly
blackened compared to the rest of the face.
Southwest 7: The top and edges of this stone are rounded but most of the
venical faces of the stone are relatively intact. The stone · is blackened where it is
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rounded and broken; the intact vertical faces remain light in color and portions of the
inscription are still quite visible. There is a large spot ·of white paint near the top of
one of the broken, rounded sides of the stone.
Southwest B: About 6-8 inches of the unfinished base of this marker is
exposed. The top and edges of the marker are rounded, pined, and chipped and the
uneven surfaces are blackened. Some portions of the original vertical faces are intact,
retain a light color and smooth surface finish and still have readily visible inscriptions.
Pock mark indentations are common on both broken and finished surfaces, and pebble
inclusions are visible in some broken areas of the stone . .
Southwest 9: Only a portion (perhaps half, but it is uneven) of the original 2
feet of this stone is exposed. The original smooth surface finish of the faces and part
of the top of the stone is preserved. The inscriptions are very crisp. There are no
blackened areas on the surface of this stone but there are some lichens and moss or
algae present.
West Cornerstone: A large portion comprising one corner and most of two
sides is missing on this marker. Also, although this marker is a cornerst.:lne, its size
is like one of the mile marker stones. The vertical and top edges are slightly rounded
and have some pined indentations. The inscriptions are still crisp where the vertical
faces are intact. There is little surficial blackening on this stone, although there are
organic accumulations on some of the broken surfaces.
Northwest 1: A portion of one side and much of the top part are missing on
this marker. The vertical edges are worn and broken but three of the faces of the
stone are nearly intact, with criSp inscriptions. The stone is slightly blackened on the
broken areas; it has some lichen (and possibly algae or moss) growths and a few
drops of paint on some surfaces. There are some carved leners on one face of the
stone that are not part of the original inscription. Part of the unfinished base is
exposed.
Northwest 2: The top of this marker is rounded, the edges are also rounded
with indented pits on the edges and faces. One face of the stone is in good
condition, with the inscription clearly visible; the other faces are pined and somewhat
broken. Blackening of the stone surface is concentrated on the broken areas; there
are growths of moss or lichens on some surfaces too.
Northwest 3: We did not examine this stone because it is located on private
property in a fenced yard. The owners of the property were not at home, so we were
not able to ask permission to see the stone.
Although all of the stones appear to be solid, there is a range to their condition
that probably reflects the amount and type of care that each marker has received.
The most common feature of deterioration is rounding of the top and broken or pined
vertical edges. Curiously many of the faces seem to be at least in partially good
condition; where the stone has not been broken, the inscriptions remain quite visible.
There is a range in the surface coloration of the stones, particularly on the finished
faces compared to any broken or rough surfaces. Some of the range of color may be
due to natural variations in the color of the stone, but some of the marker faces (for
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example on Southwest 6) appear unusually yellow.
It is possible that the
"Weatherlox" that was applied to some of the markers in the 1950s has contributed
to the variations in the color that we see now.
Pitting or slight pock mark indentations are much more common on the markers
than are cracks or surficial discoloration. The pits may come from loss of pebble
inclusions that were an original part of the stone. However. pebble inclusions are not
a frequent feature on the stones. perhaps because the ones closest to the stone
surface have already disappeared as the stones weathered.
There is organic growth such as moss, lichen, and algae on many of the
markers, but most of the growths are on broken or rough areas of the stone surface.
Plant growth can contribute to stone deterioration, but this sandstone is likely to be
resistant to deterioration from organic acids that plants produce as a product of their
growth.
Overall, the stones do not appear to be weathering at a very fast rate. The
surfaces do not feel grainy and crumble as you would expect if the surface was
severely deteriorating. Where the stone surface is rough, the blackened c.oating <joes
not appear to be contributing to disaggregation of the stone. Cracks are rare, and
based on the general appearance of the stones and the cracks, the ones we saw may
have been there for a long time. Although small and large pieces of the markers were
missing in many places, loose pieces or crumbling stone is not evident on any of the
markers. There is some evidence that a lack of maintenance has contributed to
problems for the stones, such as paint drips (several stones: SW-3,4, and NW-'),
marks from recent vandalism (SW-7), and poorly done repairs (SW-6).

Recommendations

The following recommendations should be considered as the Northern Virginia
Boundary Stones Committee begins to evaluate various preservation actions to take
for the Federal District Boundary Stones.
• Examine the stones and document their current condition. Evaluate their
condition and the rate of changes by referring to earlier documentation that is
available about the condition of the stones. Comparison and examination of
photographs, such as those taken by committee members, Woodward (1908)' and the
Daughters of the American Revolution can help you identify large physical changes
in the stones. Key elements to look for are: Were cracks or missing pieces that are
visible now, present earlier? Can you track changes in any cracks? Can you see
variations in the stone faces that occur with time?
• Ensure that the markers are protected when maintenance work is done
nearby. Some particular concerns are: protecting the stones from paint and primer
when the fences that surround them are maintained, protecting the stones from lawn
maintenance, and protecting the stones if road or utility improvements are made
nearby.
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The Secretary of the Interior's 'Standards for
Rehabilitation' artd Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings*
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'Rehabilitation means me process of returning a
property to a stare of utility, mrough repair or alteration, which makes possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving mose pOrtiOns and fearures
of the propeny which are significant to itS historic,
architeaural, and cultural values.'
The foUowing 'Standards for Rehabilitation' shall
. be used by the Secretary of me Interior when determiniAg if a rehabilitation projea qualifies as 'cenified
rehabilitation' pursu:mt to me Tax Refonn Act of 1976
and the Revenue Act of 1978. These standards are a
section of me Secretary's 'Standards for Historic
Preservation ProjeCtS' and appear in Title 36 of me
Code of Federal Regulations, Pan 1208 (formerly 36
CFR Pan 67).
1. Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a
compatible use for a property which requires
minimal alteration of me building, structure, or site
and itS environment, or to use a property for its
originally intended purpose.
2. The distinguishing original qualities or character
of a building, structure, or site and itS environment
shall not be desrroyed The removal or alteration of
any historic material or distinctive architectural
features should be avoided when possible.

n

significance in meir own right, and mis significance
shall be recognized and respected
5. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled
craftsmanship which characterize a building,
struaure, or site shall be rreated wim sensitivity.
6. Deteriorated architeaural fearures shall be
repaired ra~er than re.Qlaced, wherever possible. J!1
thE! event replacement is necessary, me new material
should match the material being replaced in
composition, design, color, texture, and other visual
gualities. Repair or replacement of missing architectural features should be based on accurate duplications of features, substantiated by historiC, physical,
or pictorial evidence rather than on conjecrural
designs or the availability of different architectural
elements from other buildings or structures.

J

1

7. The surface cleaning of struaures shall be under- ]
taken with the gentlest means possible. Sandblasting
and other cleaning methods that will damage the
historic building materials shall not be undertaken.
8. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect
and preserve archeological resources affected by, or
adjacent to any project.

9. Contemporary design for alterations and
3. All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recog- . _ additions to existing properties shall not be disnized as produCtS of meir own time. Alterations mat
couraged when such alterations and additions do not
have no historical basis and which seek to create an
destroy significant historical, architecrural or cultural
earlier appearance shall be discouraged.
material, and such design is compatible with me size,
scale,
color, material, and character of the property,
4. Changes which may have taken place in me
neighborhood or environment.
course of time are evidence of me history and
development of a building, structure, or sire and its
10. Wherever pOSSible, new additions or alterations environment. These changes may have acquired
to structures shall be done in such a m:mner that if
such additions or alterations were to be removed in
"By courtesy of the U.S. Department of the Interior, Heritage
the future, the essential form and integrity of the
Con~er.·.ltion and Recreation Service, WashinglOn D.C. 20243
0anuary 1980 rev.).
structure would be unimpaired.

~
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Preservation Assistance Division Documents
The documents received from the NPS Preservation Assistance
Division have been reviewed. Those that will provide some
insight, information or concerns that we may need to address are
listed below. They fall into six categories: general information
on sandstone; preservation problems and treatments; sUbstitute
materials; cleaning; waterproof coatings and grants.
General information on sandstone:
"Maintenance and Repair of Architectural Sandstone" by
Michael Lynch and William 'Higgins
Preservation Problems and Treatments:
"A Glossary of Historic Masonry Deterioration Problems and
Preservation Treatments" compiled by Anne E. Grimmer
Substitute Materials
"Preservation Briefs 16: The Use of Substitute Materials on
Historic Building Exteriors" by Sharon C. Park
Preservation Tech Notes, Masonry Number 1. "Substitute
Materials: Replacing Deteriorated Serpentine stone with PreCast Concrete" by Robert Powers.
Most of the article does not apply. However, there is
a portion of page 2, column 2, subtitle "Solution" that
addresses considerations when thinking of using a
substitute material.
Cleaning:
"Preservation Briefs 1: The Cleaning and Waterproof coating
of Masonry Buildings" by Robert Mack
"Preservation Briefs 6: Dangers of Abrasive Cleaning to
Historic Buildings" by Anne Grimmer
"Preservation Tech Notes, Masonry Number 3: Water Soak
Cleaning of Limestone" by Robert Powers.
Although not exactly on point as it concerns a
limestone building, it does contain an excellent
description of the water soak method of cleaning
masonry.
Waterproof coatings:
"Preservation Briefs 1: The Cleaning and Waterproof coating
of Masonry Buildings" by Robert Mack
Grants:
Historic Preservation Fund Grants-in-Aid Factsheet
-submitted by Phyllis Wolfteich

United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
P.O. len: S71t7
Wuhlngton. D.C.IOOJ~71t7
IN IIILYauu TO:

HISTORIC PRESERVAnON FUND
GRANTS-IN-AID
FACTSHBBT

The National Historic Preservation Act authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to grant
funds to the States and Territories and the National Trust for Historic Preservation for
the purposes of preparing comprehensive statewide historic surveys and plans, and for
preserving and protecting properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places.
Funds may be provided by the States for subgrants to private organizations, individuals,
or governmental subdivisions for purposes specified in the Act. Enclosed is a leanet
that explains the National Register program in more detail.
In each State, the selection of preservation activities for financial assistance is
determined by the State Historic Preservation Officer, appointed by the Governor.
The Historic Preservation Officer should be contacted regarding the National Register
nomination process, the State's application procedures, and Federal and State
requirements for grants. It should be noted that the portion a State receives of the $31
million appropriated in fiscal year 1994 allows very little, if any, money for subgrant
projects and not every State may be able to respond to such requests. The Historic
Preservation Fund grants may be used to assist the costs of architectural plans and
speci fications, historic structure reports and engineering studies which are necessary to
restore properties listed on the National Register of Historic Places, and the costs of
acquiring or restoring historic properties. No funding for historic preservation loans, or
for direct grants, has been appropriated.
State Historic Preservation Officers also make recommendations to the National Park
Service on the certification of work done with non federal funds to rehabilitate historic
commercial properties for tax benefits under Section 48(g) and 170(h) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986. These benefits include an investment tax credit for the
rehabilitation of historic commercial, industrial, and rental residential buildings. We
have enclosed a leaflet explaining these preservation tax incentives.

Enclosures
wp/factsheet. 94
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TIiE BOUNDARY STONES:

SiJw,

P. o. 80z 9300
Sprin& M,.,1Dnd 20006

A COOPERATIVE PROJECT BY;
The American Congress on Surveying and Mapping
The National Society of Professional Surveyors
The American Association for
Geodetic Surveying
The Surveyors Historical Society
The Maryland Society of Surveyors
The Vuginia Association of Surveyors
The Potomac Chapter of the Maryland Society of Surveyors
1M Mount Vernon Chapter of the
Vuginia AssociaJion of Surveyors

The original boundaries of tile Federal Territory were marked with
forty stones set at one mile intervals. Fourteen of the monuments
were placed along Virginia's new border during 1791 and twenty-six
upon Mary/and's in the following year.
The boundiuy stones were approximately one foot square with
beveled tops and set to protrude two feet above the ground. They
were made of brown sandstone from quarries leased by tlte Federal
Government al Acquia Creek in Stafford County, Va. Inscriptions
on the stones include the year set, magnetic van'ation aJ that place
and time, distance from the previous comer, and lhe name of the
territory and adjoining Stale on the appropriaJe face. Each stone is
identified based upon its location. The comers are called t~ North,
East, South and West points. IntermetiiaJe stones along each side
of the boundary are numbered clockwise from the prev;ow comer.
The four faces of a Maryland comer stone are diagramed above.

THE COMMITfEEi
Ihe Distn'ct of Columbia Boundary BicentenniuL Committee was
Jomted 10 plan events and activities to commemorate the 200th
Annivel'lllry of tire survey establishing the boundan'es of our nation s
capital Tire committee, representing the professional organizations
listed in this brochure, is comprised of volunteers employed in both
the private and public sectors.
COMMITIEE OBJECI1VESi
I. Plan a re-enactment survey and dedication ceremony.
2. Recover tile remaining boundary stone monuments.
J. Locate the stones by a Global Positioning System
(GPS) survey.
4. Repair or restore many of the protective iron
cages placed around the stones by the
Daughters of the American Revolution.
5. Puhlish the GPS results and a history
of the original survey.
NW3*'

THE FEDEKAL TERRITORY:
The Residence Act of July, 179{J authorized the establishment of a
pennanent seat for the United States Government to be located on
the Potomac River. Botll Marylund and Virginia had agreed to cede
a portion of tlteir lands to the federal government for this purpose.
The act assigned the responsibility of selecting a specific ten mile
square site to President George Washington. After touring the area
of the river, he recommended to include land on both sides of
the Potomac encompassing Georgetown in Maryland and to
extend to tire Eastern Branch (now known as tlte Anacostia
NORTH
POINT
River). In March of 1791, Congress adopted Washington's
suggestions which were amended to also include tire City
of Alexandria in Virginia.

.

NW~*"

.

CELEBRATION;
NW1!'
t9/,.
A re-enactment survey and dediWEST~
'.
cation ceremony are planned to
POINT 9'~
""'~r'\ j;
SW"
~/
tuke place aJ tire initial or south
SW8~,~ ~
point of the survey. The celebrarion,
SW7 "
t
co-sponsored by the Office of Historic
SW6 " ~_
~
Alexandria, is scheduled for Sunday, March
SWSlt.,
24, 1991 at Jones' Point Park in Alexandria,
SW4_."
Virginia.
This event will coincide with the
SW3......
~
American Congress on Surveying and Mapping's
SW2·~.
SW1'
50th Anniversary celebration during the ACSMASPRS/Auto Carto 10 Annual Convention and ExpoSOUTH
sllion being held, March 24-29, 1991 in nearby
POINT
Baltimore, Maryland.

0.."

PROJECf FUNDING;
A hudget uf $90,000 lias beel! established to complete tile commitlees
ohjectives.
Funding for the project is solely dependent upon
donations. Anyone interested in supporting this historic event should
. send 'heir cor.tributions to tile District of Columbia Boundary
8icentennial Committee, P.O. Box 9300, Silver Spring, Maryland
20906. Commemorative souvenil'l are offered to those who donate
certain amounts to this endeavor, Contact tire committee for details.

TIlE SURYEY;
After the site Irad been selected, Secretary of
State Thomas Jeffel'lon sent a letter in
February of 1791 to Major Andrew
Ellicott, a surveyor in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, requesting that Ire
. begin a survey of Ihe Federal
Territory at once.
Benjamin
Banneker, a free black astronomer
from Ellicott Mills, Maryland was
~elected to assist in making celestial
observations.
The survey was begun,
February 12, 179/ at the soutll point of the
ten mile square on Jones' Point near Alexandria.
Virginia.
THE SURVEY CERTIFICATE:
Tire following is a portion of the certificate Major Ellicott
issued, January I, 1793 upon completing the survey:
':_. Tllese lines are opened., and cleared forty feet wide, that iJ
twenty feet on each side of tire lines limiting tire territory: And in
order (0 perpemate the work, I have set up squared mile .fj«m('.~.
marked progressively witll the number of miles from tire beginning Uti
Jones' Point, to the West comer, thence from the West comer to the
North comer... to tIre East comer and from thence to the place of
beginning on Jones' Point: except in a few cases where the mUes
terminated on declivities... tlre stoneS are placed orr the fil'lt Jim,
ground, and their true distances in miles and poles marked on them ... ..

Attachment 24

SUGGESTED SIGNS FOR WEST CORNERSTONE PARK
1. Suggested sign (metal or painted wood) that is appl icable to all 40
boundary stone sites:

ORIGINAL D.C. BOUNDARY STONES
This stone is one of 40 milestones erected in 1791-92 along the original
boundary line of the 10-mile square territory selected as the permanent site
of the Federal Government. These stones are the first historic monuments of
the District of Columbia. Such a territory was specified in the Constitution
in 1787, and the necessary land was ceded by Maryland in 1788 and Virginia in
1789. The authorization was given by Congress in 1790, and the specific area
was chosen by President Washington in 1791. The line was surveyed and the
stones were erected under the supervision of Major Andrew Ellicott. The
Virginia part of the District of Columbia and its 14 stones were retroceded to
the State by Congress in 1846.
2. Suggested sign (metal or pained wood) that is applicable only to
this specific boundary stone site:
WEST CORNERSTONE
This stone was erected in 1791 to mark the west corner of the
10-mile square Federal District. The Falls Church Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution erected the protective fence in 1952. Arlington
County, the City of Falls Church, and Fairfax County established the
surrounding park in 1956. The white blocks marking the original boundary line
were added during the renovation of the park by the City of Falls Church and
Boy Scouts of America Troop 186 in 1971. The DAR fence was refurbished and
rededicated in 1989. The stone was placed on the National Register of
Historic Places February 1, 1991, and commemorated by the DAR on ~Iay 25, 1991.
4The cornerstone originally appeared as follows:
View of the four sides:

Top view:
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